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~----------~~ditorial--------~--~ 

BYLINE - a reporter's name printed above his story. Our first stories, our 
first magazine. Our first BYLINE. 

BYLINE is a media magazine. It is not just an amalgamation of concepts 
learnt in the classroom. Rather, it is a product of our growing realization 

of the power of mass communication. 
The media inform, educate, entertain and mobilize. 

BYLINE is our voyage of discovery of these innumerable facets of the 
media. 

The past decade has seen a phenomenal growth in the media industry 
in India. We went back into history through our articles on traditional 

media and the 'Kesari' newspaper, to get a glimpse of 
communication as it existed in India. 

At present, the world of the media is in a state of flux. It is battling issues 
which are both sensitive and diffused. We look at some of these in 

"Press and Communalism" and liThe Journalist as Activist." 
And we explored what is new and unusual in the media in terms of job 

opportunities, technology and talent. IIYoung People in the Media ll 

and "Media - The Coming Decade", look towards the future of 
communication in India. 

We are students, therefore our knowledge and expertise is Hmited. 
However rather than skimming on the surface we have attempted to deal 

with thought - provoking subjects concerning the media. 
As young communicators we feel that the importance of the media is 

increasing. Not only has mass communication brought tbe world closer 
together but it has also become an indispensable part of our lives. 

For, everything from propaganda to advertising to the dissemination of in
formation is conveyed to us through various media. 

We hope this magazine will interest you as much in the reading as it did 
, . , us' in the making. 

BYLINE - discover the mkdia through our eyes. 



The J ournalis,t as Activist 
Today journalism in India is standing 

a t a crossroad. The dilemma is whether 
to join hands with social activists and 
become a weapon for a particular cause 
or to stick to the established norms of 
"objectivity" and take up the role of a 
detached observer of events. 

Both these 'roJcs are of immense 
importance in a country like India 
where fast paced economic development 
is taking place side by side with a world
wide information revolution. 

This development has led to esca
lating social and economic tensions in 
Indian society. In such a situation can a 
journalist who is supposed to inform, 
remain aloof? Shouldn't he get "in
volved" and take astand ? Some journal
ists are not content to merely report on 
such tensions, but infact have involved 
themselves in activist groups. Profes
sional traditions on the other hand 
demand that disseminators of informa
tion be more ObJective and unbiased. 

According to A1lwyn Fernandes, 
Special Correspondent, Times ofIndia, 
Bombay, and a firm believer in Objective 
journalism, the duty of a reporter is 
merely to examine all sides of an issue 
and not to judge what side is right. "The 
puhlic", he says, "is intelligent enough 
to decide for itself." 

However, Sheela Barsc, well known 
journalist and an activelobhyist for the 
rights of children, maintains that while 
information dissemination isan impor
tant aspect of journalism, one must 
"expand the conventions of journalism 
and add more human values to it" 
Through her own journalistic writings 
she got involved with what she caIls the 
weakest and the most populous section 
of our society - children". 

The voke of this segment of our 
population had been stifled for a long 
time. Today Sheela Barse has taken the 
cause of children beyond mere report
age 10 the courts of Jaw. 

For Kalpana Sharma, Assistant 
Editor Times of India, Bombay, it is 
women's issues thatareofprimaryinter-
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est. As a founder member of the 
"Women and Media" group,she thinks 
that" you would make a better journal
ist if you have a genuine concern for 
deprived people and seek to present 
the views of the most inarticulate 
groups of our society - be it tribals, 
women or children." 

From the beginning of her journal
isticcareer Kalpana Sharma has evinced 
a keen interest in human rights and de
velopment issues. But graduaIly she 
came to realise that women's problems 
cut across all other issues, be it environ
ment, health or any other, thus making 
the Indian woman the most deprived 
class in society. This made her concen
trate on studying, researching and writ
ing on women's issues, despite all warn
ings given to her by herwomen journal
ist coIleagues, that she would thereby be 
stuck in a groove and marginalised and 
labelled as a 'feminist' writer. 

While some journalists get involved 
in issues only to the extent of writing 
about them, a few like Arun Vinayak, 
former news editor and special corre
spondent with PTI have left their jobs 
and are now full time activists. 

For Arun Vinayak, his socialist lean
ings provided the inspiration for such a 
move. As he says, "There is a feeling of 
anger in me. I cannot let degradation 
and suffering take place and take away 
the heritage of our next generation". 

Today he is involved in a numher of 
enviromental issues including the Nar
mada Dam and Western Ghats move
ment. "There was a need to co-ordinate 
all non-governmental organis.ations 
working on environmental issues and 
create a network," he says. Therefore he 
and a numberofother committed envi
ronmental journalists formed the 'Fo
rum' of Environmental Journalists of 
India.' (FEll). According to him and 
Darryl D'monte, Resident Editor" Times 
of India", Bombay and Chairperson of 
FEll, the Forum does not take a stand 
on any issue, but only studies environ
mental issues from all angles a.nd in 

great depth and collates information on 
them. 

Why do these journalists ta\<e up 
particular issues and get involved in 
them? While some like Kal pana Sharma , ' 
took up women's issues because of their 
own awareness of them, others like Arun 
Vinayak and Darryl D'monte feel that 
time is running out and if we must save 
our earth then we must do it now. 

For Sheela Barse, this is a question 
asked time and again of her, and it "ir
ritates" her. "Why should someone as
sume that ·people cannot react 'nor
mally and intelligently to a thing they 
see around them," she asks. 

"As a socially responsible citizen, 
this was my response to the horrors I 
saw inflicted on children all over India." 
She was dissatisfied with both the fields 
of journalism and social work and their 
inability to aIleviate the suffering of chi 1-
dren. "Most social workers could not see 
issues besides their own welfare and the 
good ones had a feeling of helplessness 
because of government and organisa
tional structures". 

She is aware that privately many 
journalists critcise her for having gone 
beyond the confines of Objective jour
nalism. 

After all, one of the unwritten rules 
of journalism h?s been the journalists 
duty to present facts in an objective manner 
- with no apparent biases. 

Sheela Barse feels that the word 
"Objectivity" has a "sterile kind of 
outlook" and wonders whether one 
cannot add a human element to It. 

Though AIIwyn Fernandes, agrees 
that a journalist must look at the issues 
surrounding him with sensitivity he feels 
that a journalist must retain his 'objec
tivity because this is what "establishes 
his credibility." 

But for Arun Vinayak"thequestion 
of objectivity should not go to such an 
extrcme so as to claim that news is value 
neutral. It is not." In facl accorO!lllt"'tl) 
Kalpana Sharma." Nothing is Objective. 
Everything is governed by our \\Grid view." 



Every story, it is said has two sides 
to it. But this view is contradicted by P. 
Sainath, Deputy-Chief editor of the 
Blitz group of publications, who feels 
that some stories have only one side. 
The Bhopal victims case and the drop
ping of-the Atom bomb on Hirosh(ma, · 
for example. "Good journalism," he says, 
"can be as biased as facts often are and as 
one-sided as reality often is." He him
self claims he is "biased in favour of the 
bottom thirty per cent of our country's 
population." According to him, the 
lndian press only purports to talk on 
hehalf of public opinion, but actually 
represents the interests of the ten per 
cent population ''which owns the 
country." He would rather see journal
ists "taking stands on issues than mak
ing pretences of neutrality, favouring 
the status quo." 

Often one cannot present the other 
sideofa story because there is no infor
mation available. This is especially true 
in cases of government and official control. 
No right to information has led to taking 
sides on issues. It is "one way . to 
provoke information," sar.; Arun Vinayak. 

But Fernandes feels that his 
reputation as an objective journalist 
has stood him in good stead. He has 
found it easier to get access to govern
ment and official information. His writ
ings which he prefers to call "exposes", 
have covered a vast arena of topies ranging 
from urban problems of education and 
health to government policies and law 
and justice. 

Kalpana Sharma, Darryl D'monte 
and Allwyn Fernandes make a clear dis
tinction between News page and Edito
rial page stories. Opinion pieces arc 
usually restricted to the Editorial 
page. "Unfortunately," says Fernan
des, "news and views are being blurred 
in the Indian press. "Often news 
articles subtly indoctrinate the public. 
Finally one may ask whether it is 
possible to be a good journalist and an · 
activist at the same time. 

For Sainath there is no distinction 
between these two roles, though he 
would prefer to usc the term "socially 
conscious journalist" instead of "activ
ist journalist". Every journalist accord
ing to him, has to have a social 

obligation and responsibility to the 
public. Journalists are here not to merely 
entertain or presen.t facts but also to 
explain, concientize and even mobilize 
people into action. This role was played 
by the Indian press during the freedom 
struggle. Newspapers such as Gandhi's 
'Harijan' and 'Young India'; Tilak's 
'Kesari' and Sadanand's 'Free Press 
Journal' fired the indian people's desire 
to be free. "I want every journalist to be 
an activist - he must question every 
direction SOCiety is moving towards' 
says Sainath. 

But this docs not mean that the 
emotions of a journalist should run 
amuck. Activist Journalists must rid 
themselves of the tendency of making 
"facts fit the theory", says Fernandes. In 
the long run, he says, they must decide 
where their committment lies -whether 
to their profession or to their cause. 

Though it may be possible for jour
nalists to take up causes, for editors it is 
not so easy. As D'monte says "Editors 
must give the impression of being fair 
and non-partisan" "Besides," says Rahul 
Singh, ex-editor, Sunday Observer, 
"editors rarely have the time to cam
paign actively on an issue. But they can 

encourage their journalists to co so." 
At this point one may well ask whether 

the same case (of activist journalism) 
can be made applicable for blatantly 
communal writing by a person who is in 
favour of a particular religion and anti 
another. For Kalpana Sh;l:-ma this is a 
frightful thought and sLe·insists that the 
" right kind of specialis:llion among 
journalists must incre:lse." This spe
cialisation on various topics must be 
acquired through indepth research and 
education. 

It is essential to see that jo~r!13Iists 
don't merely take stands on issues, but 
do sufficient home-work on them and 
can back all their arguments with facts. 
"Un-informed writing dow:1grades the 
value of journalism an~ the cause be
comes just another' hoLby horse, "says 
Sharma. 

Thus it becomes imper:ltive that 
journalists put brakes on themselves. 
More importantly, they must l!~cerstand 
the power they wield to affect peoples' 
lives and not take for granted· the 
strength of their pens. 

- SameefJ Khan 
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THE KESARI 

A Landmark in Press · History 
"" ....... if a storm passed as he spoke, 

not a raindrop touched a Ii.stener's 
head ....... And he said unto them, 'within 
eachof us lies the power of our consent 
to wealth and to sickness, to riches and 
to poverty, to freedom and to slavery. It 
is we who control these, and not an
other ....... " 

Richard Bach 
• 'Ill usions' 

In a winding bylane of Naray
anpeth, one of the older neigh
bourhoods ofa long-gone Pune, stands 
a certain house-the Gaikwaclwada There 
is' nothing very special about it-not the 
artistry nor the architecture. Neverthe
less it was here that a special man made 
history. Here, Bal Gangadhar Tilak, the 
"Father of Indian Unrest", started two 
newspapers, the "Kesari" and the "Mah
ratta". It was through his writings in 
these journals that Tilak contributed to 
the cause of Indian freedom. 

The freedom and growth of our na
tion is closely inter-linked with the free
dom and growth of our press. The Indian 
press, though then young, played a vital 
role in the country's independence 
struggle. It was crucial in advancing new 
ideas to the people of India, creating 
within them an awareness of their rights 
and urging them to fight off British rule. 

However, until Tilakarrived on the 
scene politics was just a means of 
passing the time. British oppression, 
injustice and atrocities were discussed 
and argued over by the men of the time, 
and later pushed to the backs of their 
minds. It was Tilak and others like him
Agarkar, Savarkar and the Chapekar 
hrothers-who gave an impetus to the ' 
fight for Indian independence. 

Tilak was a lawyer by profession. 
But more than that he was a man with a 
dream. The dream was a free India. He 
made his fellow citizens aware that their 
desire for freedom must bevoiced. As he 
wrote in the Kesari, .... .It is no use simply 

crying for rights or begging for them, we . of India," Tilak wrote. 
must insist upon our rights and do all we One ofthese papers was the "Mah-
can ... " ratta", in English. It provided food for 

Due to his Extremist stance in the thought for intellectuals, and according 
Congress, and his motto "militancy, to S. Natrajan, author of the History of 
not mendicancy" it is commonly thought Indian Journalism, "a selection of views 
that Tilak wanted to achieve freedom of English and Indian journals and pub
through war. However Tilak did not lications on the questions of the day." 
believe in violence or bloodshed, nor The "Kesari", a Marathi periodical, 
did he advocate them. Rather . he on the other hand, spoke to the com
upheld the program of boycott, swade- mon man and educated him on a 

shi, national education and swarajya. He 
anticipated Gandhi's non-eo-operation 
movement by 14 years and began a 
Home Rule Movement two years be
fore that of Annie Besant's. He did be
lieve in fighting though-through language. 

Rangpsw.uni Parthasarthy in his book 
Journalism in India writes about Tilak 
- "He was the first Indian to under-
stand the political importance of mass 
communication." His belief in the power 
of the written word gave rise to his two 
journals. "I have constituted myself and 
my two newspapers as the permanent 
opposition to His Majesty's Government 

• variety of subjects-political, social, moral, 
economic, literary. The Kesari was born 
on January 4th, 1881. In a prospectus of 
it issued:n October 1880 by some of the 
founders of the paper-Tilak, Agarkar, 
Apte and Chiplunkar-the need for a 
Marathi paper was explained. The Kcsari 
was to be brought out" to deal compre
hensively with the conditions of the 
country, the literary products of the 
Marathi language, the course of world 
politiCS ... " and the founders promised 
to deal with each subject objectively and 
truthfully. 

The Kesari's first editor, Agarkar, 
spoke also of his intention of bringing 
about an improvement in the social 
conditions of the masses. Therefore, 
while the Mahratta was meant to help 
formulate public opinion, the Kesari was 
mc.1nt to educate and activate the massa;. 

For six years Agarkar edited the 
Kesari, a weekly published every Tues
day. The Mahratta was edited by Tilak. 
In 1887 he took over as editor of the 
Kesari as well and by 1888 Agarkar had 
left the paper due to personal differ
ences. In the meantime the Deccan 
Education Society had been founded by 
Tilak, Agarkar, Apte and Namjoshi. 
Eventually, the ownerShip of both the 
Kesari and the Mahratta passed to 
Tilak while GokhZlle and Kelkar re
tained the Aryabhushan Press. 

Tilak was greatly influenced by the 
Bengali publisher, Sisir Kumar Ghose 
and claimed that he had modelled the 
Kesari upon Ghose's Amrita Bazaar 
Patrika. But except for inspiration the 



Kesari nceded no outside help. It did 
not lack funds, ideas, originality or 
enthusiasm. 

By 1882 it had become the largest 
circulated vernacular paper in India. 
Under the editorship ofTilak and subse
qucntly that ofK.P. Kadhilkar and N. C. 
Kelkar, the Kesari came to be welI known 
throughout the country. It fought injus
tice and exposed British misdeeds. 
Through his articles Tilak informed the 
people of the wrongness of being under 
theswayof foreign rulers, and fought for 
the freedom of the press. Everywcck his 
articles appeared in the Kesari and the 
Mahrattaand hewasso looked up to that 
his words had a strong effect on the 
people of Maharashtra. But Tilak was 
often criticized for his direct, forthright 
style, and frankness. In response to this 
criticism he stated: "I write strong 
language, I admit. But my heart is fulI of 
indignation at the injustice which is 
being perpetrated ... " 

Tilak was an "editor-philosopher" 
whose work was full of strong, innova
tive ideas, which he put forth with the 
help of popular sayings or quotations 
from ancient texts. Rangaswamy 
Parthasarthy writes, "Tilak was a great 
writer in every sense of the term, yet 
oddly ynough he was a writer who dis
liked writing .. " He wrote basiclly for 
that was the best way to put forth what he 
had to say. He diCtated his articles and 
,though this made them read like speechai, 
in a sense it increased their effectiveness, 
for when read out at village gatherings 
it appeared as if Tilak were personally 
speaking to the listeners. 

Tilak's courage of conviction was 
so strong that it could withstand any 
criticism. This stood him in good stead 
when hewas imprisoned for sedition. In 
1897 he was put behind bars for the first 
time, for a period of 18 months. 

In 1908 he was prosecuted by an 
Indianjudge for two "sedHious" artic.\es 
in the Kesari,andsentenced to six years 
rigorous punishment at Mandalay. This 
injudicious conviction was opposed by 
Indians and Englishmen alike. All over 
the country the shock spread and riols 
ensued in protest. Lord Sydenham wrote: 
"Tilak is notsimplya journalist betrayed 
by a generous enthusiasm for impracti-
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Facsimile of the First Issue of The Kesari - Jan. 4, 1881. 
cable ideas in rash and 'injudicious ous matters ofpolitics ... the oid Maiathi 
writings", while Tilak said, "In spite of was of very little use. And so we were 
the verdict of the jury I maintain that forced to develop a new terminology to 
I am innocent. There are higher powers make our writings effective." 
that rule the destiny ofthings and it may Certainly in the days when people 
be the will of Providence that the cause needed to be shaken out of their 
I represent may prosper more by my suf- complacency the articles of the Kesari 
fering than by remaining free." This was were effective. Today, naturally, the 
true, in a sense for Tilak's imprison- focus of the paper has changed. It is a 
ment roused the sentiments of Indians daily and much like any other vernacular 
and made the anti-British feelings stronger newspaper. But it will always be differ
and more action-oriented. ent from other Marathi papers for it is 

Therefore in changing attitudes of one with a history behind it, a 'newspa
the Indians from fatalistic resignation per which once symbolized a whole 
to a sense of urgency, the Kesari had a movement. 
big hand. However, it did not work for The Kesari turned 100 in 1981. In 
political iSsuai alone. Tilak made people an issue to commemorate its centenary 
aware of the need for unity by Dr. G. S. Khairwrote a tOUChing tribute 
organizing mass celebrations of Gan pati to Tilak and the Kesari. As a young child 
Utsav, and worked for a multitude of in 1907 Khair and his brother had sold 
social causes as well. He informed the the paper regularly to earn money for 
people of Maharashtra of the Bombay the family. Looking back on those days 
famine of 1896-1897 and raised money Khairwrote, "Even though in our child
for the affected communities. Later on hood we didn't read the Kesari, it cre
too the Kesari has gathered funds for ated,and through it, Tilak created an at
flood, drought and famine relief. The mosphere which affected e\'eryone, 
paper promoted the "Samyukta Ma- including us children ... the Y.:esari was 
harashtra" movement and supported the the university of national thought." 
Goan Liberation Struggle. Large indus-' The Kesari did nbt fade nway into 
tries like that of the Kirloskar's were insignificance after Tilak's c.leath. 1\\enty· 
born due to the financial and emotional seven years after he passed away the 
support of the Kesari. The paper also Kcsari saw freedom come to India, saw 
set up institutions like the Maharashtra Tilak's dream come true. 
Mandai, the Tilak Smarak Mandir, the Today, the Kesari may be just an· 
Mahratta Chamber of Commerce and other paper circulated through the 
the Brihan Maharashtra Parishad. winding by-lanes of an intelIectual and 

But more important than the con- ever - changing Pune but the history 
tribution the Kesari made to the social behind it can never be forgotten. 
and cultural set up of Maharashtra was 
its effect on the Marathi language. In 
Tilak's own words ... "We had to make 
almost a new language ... to discuss seri- -- Kaumudi Marathe 
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Advertising Develops a Conscience 
Ayoung girl appears on the screen, 

drawing figures on her slate. "This is my 
Daddy, this is my Mummy, and this is 
me!" She pauses, erases one hand from 
her own figure and'says, "No, this is'me!" 
A message flashes across-"The disabled 
don't need your pity. They need your 
help." 

Messages such as this form a part of 
the category of PublicSeIViceAdvertis
ing, a trend that has suddenly manifested 
itself in the spate of the "socially-rele
vant" advertisements that one sees all 
around, tOday. 

But is it really a sudden trend? 
When questioned about this recent 
spurt, veteran ad-man K Kurian of 
Radell<; Advertising Private Ltd., bristled. 
"Public seIVice advertising in India is 
not a new phenomenon." 

In 1970, at the Seventh Asian Ad
vertising Congress, held in New Delhi, 
an inter-agency team of five young ad 
professionals - Gerson Da Cunha, 
Frank Simoes, K. Kurian, Kersey Ka
trak and Farrokh Mehta - got together 
to produce an award - winning cam
paign, "Bombay Is Dying. Help!" It not 
only took a closer look at the problem of 
metropolitan decay, but also presented a 
deeply thought out and detailed solution 
to it. 

Since then, this combined approach 
has been replaced by separate efforts 
made by individual agencies in this field. 
Among the main contributors are agen
cies such as Lintas (Anti-dOWry', 'Anti
drugs', 'National Integration', etc.), OBM 
(,Cancer Awareness', 'Freedom Run' 
and 'Ek Sur' for Lok Seva Sanchar 
Parishad, etc.) and HTA (,Fuel Conser
vation', 'Drug Awareness', 'Anti-Lit
ter', etc.) 

But it is only recently that the gov
ernment has realized the need for pro
fessional . publicity, and has started 
spending large sums on campaigns such 
as Family Planning and National Inte
gration. 

Public seIVice advertisements can 
be divided into two categories: 
(a) Those that are planned and executed 
by agencies on the basis of a brief re-
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ceived from a company or organization, in which we operate and take our profi ts 
and (b) Those that are initiated, planned from." 
and launched by the agency itself. 'fhic; claim is however, met with skep-

In the former ~~, . .organizations,; .... Jicism from Anand Pat~a~p'han, noted 
such as the National Association for documentary film-makei'and social ac
the Blind, the Syastics SoCiety, etc., ap- tivist. "The motives of most advertising 
proach advertising agencies and enlist are suspect. Butwhen the ad-community 
their help in devising publicity strate- starts to do publk seIVice, they end up 
gies. Often, the agency gives it's crea- doing more damage. The problem is that 
tive services free of charge, with the client their definition of public' is themselves. 
only paying the actual production costs. Their class view is so narrow that their 

In the second category fall those class bias comes through in everything 
advertisements that are undertaken by they do. "But," he admits, "not all public 
the agencies themselves. As Tara Sabav- service ads. are bad. There are special 
ala of the Lintas Public Service Cell cases' which are useful,like the success
explains, "We take up issues that we feel CuI 'Anti-Brown Sugar' campaign, 
demand attention. We initiate the Ate all public service advertise
campaign ourselves." Newspapers, ments as successful? ''Not always", opines 
magazines and the Government con- Kurian. "Selling a product is compara- ' 
trolled electronic media are then asked tively easy, but sellIng an idea is much 
to carry the message free of charge. ' ' more difficult. It is a major marketing 

The social issue to be tackled is de- operation. We can only provide the 
termined in some instances by the image information infrastructure. But unless a 
that an organization wants to portray, marketing infrastructure exists, all this 
and in others by the popularity of a cur- advertising is just propaganda." He 
rent fad. In some cases it could even be a does however concede that propaganda 
part of a broader whole. 1990, for ex- when carried on over a prolonged period 
ample, has been declared as the Year of of time could lead to peer pressure, 
the Girl child. Accordingly Lintas has which may then change attitudes. 
launched its "Second Freedom Move- Citations, such as the Ashok Jain 
ment" campaign, which takes up the Award for National Awareness Adver
various problems faced by \\Qmen in India. tising do go a long way in recognizing the 

A question that could arise here is: effort being put into such advertise
why do companies and agencies, which ments. According to Kurian, "The satis
are basically profit-oriented, undertake faction of being appreciated is greater 
this often-thankless labour of love? In than the satisfaction of money. This is 
mostcases,a combination ofthrec reasons where awards matter." 
provides the impetus - the desire to Roger Pereira however feels that in 
seIVe thenation; the publicity and good- many cases awards become counter
will that such advertisements will fetch productive, with agencies aiming at 
the company or agency; and the awards recognition rather than results. ' 
thatitmaywin. The first has led several But whether campaigns are created 
agencies to subinit their names to the for awareness or for awards, what actu
Government offering their professional ally matters is that the Objective be 
skills - at cost - for solving social prob- achieved. Today, with the Government 
lemsand achieving "social objectives". taking the initiative in promoting 'So-

Kurian sees it as just another form cial marketing', more and more agencies 
of marketing. "Social marketing (as he are likely to enter the field, and sceptics 
prefers to call it) sells an idea ratherthan just may be forced to reconsider their 
a product or service; the profit accrues to view that advertising has no role to play 
society." Alyque Padamsee of Lintas in a developing cou'ntry like India. 
believes that "besides taxes, we need to 
put something else back into the society -- Alka Bhardwaj 



Press and Communalism 
The Indian Journalist is often 

called upon to perform a complicated 
tightrope ·act. His balance is specially 
precarious however when he reports on 
delicate situations involving two com
munities. On one hand he has to pro
vide news while on the other hand he 
must try to take into account the 
various sensibilities in a mixed society. 
Even the most tactful journalist is 
likely to slip-up. A single false step and 
he will be labelled for life- 'Pro Muslim', 
'Anti Sikh', 'Anti Minority' the tiniest 
nuance is likely to spark off a storm of 
indignation. Is this criticism justified ? 
Does the Indian Press actually fuel 
communal tensions? 

In matters tOUChing on religion, the 
press can do little right. When Praful 
Bidwai wrote an analysiS of the growing 
Hindu Militancy in the Times of India 
recently, the newspaper carried two 
letters a few days later-one which ac
cused him of being rabidly 'anti-Hindu' 
and another which stated that he had 
wounded the sentiments of minorities. 
In such an atmosphere almost anything 
can be construed as communal. 

Communal friction in India is not a 
new problem but in the last few years it 
has gained terrifying intensity. Commu
nal riots are revealing indicators of the 
tension and distrust which exist be
tween communities. The unprecedented 
bloodshed which characterised the 
riots of the 80's and their sickening regu
larity certainly do not do well for what 
future. 

The years from 1975 to 1978 were 
peaceful in comparison with the early 
70's - about 40 people were killed in 
communal riots a year. 1980 saw 375 in
dividuals killed in 427 incidents. In 1988 
almost 600 riots rocked the country, but , 
1989 provided no respite. Bloody and 
savage clashes in Hazaribag, Bhagalpur, 
Badaun, Indore, Kota,all underlined the 
fact that communalism has now become 
an indelible part of the social fabric. 

The word 'communal' has acquired 
pecular overtones in India. In the West 
it is used to describe a strong sense of 

togetherness or that which pertains to a 
community. No eyebrows were thus raised 
when 'The Guardian' described Peter 
Brooke's Mahabharat as 'a communal 
experience'. The reaction in India would 
certainly have been very different as the 
word has come to mean 'one community 
against another'. An attempt to inflame 
members ofa community or an attack on 
a caste or religion could be regarded as 
'communal journalism'. 

The press in India cannot be consid
ered a single entity as the outlook and 
emphasis of vernacular publications is 
very different from that of the English 
publications. 

Vernacular newspapers, especially 
those run by religious or linguistic 
organisations do tend to promote a 
sectarian viewpoint. Quite amazingly, a 
strong belief and commitment is not the 
sole motivation. Often enough, the pol
icy of the publication is determined by 
a more worldy consideration - money. 
According to Javed Anand, Asst. Editor 
of the Sunday Observer, newspapers 
like other products "cater to popular 
tastes" to maximise sales. So while most 
Urdu newspapers adopt a pro-Muslim 
stand, Gujarati and Marathi publica
tions may veer towards the Hindu view 
point, if, they see that it "sells"; In Punjab 
one of the two major groups has 

been severally criticised because the 
Hindi and Punjabi editions ofthesame 
day portray and display the news differ
ently. Some variations are natural but a . 
calculated attempt to cater to different 
readers and their communal biases is 
contemptible according to news reports. 

Similar criticisms have been widely 
levied against the Urdu Press which tends 
to feed the insecurityofits Muslim read
ers - as the reportage during the Male
gaon riots proves. The city of Malegaon 
comprises of an old part and a new part. 

In the CQurse of tb.e riots, trouble 
makers cut the water pipes ofthe new 
section of the city, which has a greater 
concentration of Muslims. Thus a large 
number of Muslims were deprived of 
water. The headlines of the local Urdu 
newspapers the next day screamed 
"Malegaon has become a Karbala". 
The provocation of these he1dlines 
cannot be doubted. Karbala touches an 
immediate and deep chord in most 
Muslims because it symbolises the mar
tydom of Imam Hussein. It was in 
Karbala that he and 72 members of his 
fami Iy were killed after being denied w<!ter 
for three days. 

A sometimes harmless tendency to 
pamper the Muslim readership is also 
visible, as in the case of'Siyas:lt' a Hydera
bad based Urdu daily. While claiming 
a secular, non-partisan attitude, sup
plements on Haj, discussions on Islam 
do occaSionally crop up the attempt is 
apparently to pander to religious sen
timents. Haroon RaShid, Editor of the 
Urdu Blitz, however, justifies a similar 
approach on the part of his newspaper. 
He stresses that as the Bombay based 
Urdu daily is a newspaper of the Mus
lims it is only right that it should deal 
with "the true problems of the minori
ties" by discussing them and offering 
solutions. 

The line between "constructive 
suggestions" and inflammatory impli
cations is very fine however. A newspa
per like Akhbar-E-Alam which has 17 
cases registered against it for provoca- . 
tive and distorted reportage has crossed 
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over, and Rashid admits that it can be 
dubbed communal. 

Another newspaper which has been 
thus branded is Saamna, the Marathi 
Daily started by the Shiv Sen a Chief, Bal 
Thackeray to propogate the 'Hindu 
Cause'. Thackeray is reported to have 
specified "This is a newspaper, not a 
viewpaper. We will limit our views to 
the editorial columns, which is our right". 
Regular readers refute this claim. Kumar 
Ketkar, Assistant Editor of Commerce 
feels that both the news and editorial 
reflect a communal bias. Muslims are 
referred to as 'Hirves' (or Greens) .. only 
when they are not being called 'Green 
Serpents'. Their 'news' often contra
dicts the reports of other Bombay"dai
lies. The Mahim Riots of December 23, 
1989 are a perfeet example. Most news
papers printed relatively small news 
items claiming that "antisocial" ele
ments had attacked a Muslim proces
sion. "Saamna spoke to all those who 
were involved and got the true story" 
claims News Editor N. G. Teni. The 
newspaper carried an eight column head
line announcing that Muslims had in
stigated the riots. Un fazed by charges of 
bias, Teni has all his answers pat. "Each 
and every paper, Marathi,English, Urdu 
is 100% pro Muslim .... In order to be 
called secular, they favour the Muslims 
... The use of symbols isnota crime. Why I 

shouldn't we call them 'Hines'? For years 
we were referred to as 'Bhagvi Power' 
(Saffron). What about that ?" 

While newspapers like "Saarnna" con
tinue to print their version of the truth 
without ,considering consequences a 
few vernacular journals do attempt to 
make positive contributions. "Nai 
Duniya", an Indore-based Hindi daily 
tried its utmost to restore a peaceful at
mosphere during and after the commu
nal riots in Indore in October last year. 
It constantly printed instances of 
brotherhood and harmony in the midst 
of violence along with patriotic poems 
and letters. Such cases unfortu!1ately seem 
to be quite rare. 

The non-EngliSh press appears to 
be part ofa vicious circle. Its approach is 
based on the attitudes of its target read
erShip. In turn when the readers see all 
their biases in black and white, their 
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fears are built upon. 
Economic reasons ensure a definite 

and purposeful slant on the part of 
vernacular publications. Logically, Eng
lish dailies which are read by a more 
liberal and westernised audience should 
lack these overtones. Acoording to noted 
TV and Film critic Iqbal Masud history 
has deemed it otherwise. 

In the mid 19th century a strong 
sense of ethnic identity arose among the 
Indian masses. After the Uprising in 1857, 
the British skillfully adopted the strat
egy of divide and rule. Masud explains 
that for approximately the first 40 years, 
Hind us were favoured, afterwhich it was 
the turn of the Muslims. The Hindus 

received a cultural heads tart and were 
the first to start newspapers. According 
to Masud, many of the newspapers initi
a ted and owned by orthodox Hind us now 
comprises the mainstream English press 
in India. The culture and attitudes of the 
owners have been involuntarily reflected 
in their journalS. "Few people examine 
whether the mainstream way is the only 
way". Masud however stresses that 
though this "majoritarian" point of view 
still dominates, alternate opinions are 
also offered through columns by writers 
'like Bidwai and Masud himself. This, he 
feels, is a positive phenomenon which 
would have been quite impossible as re
cently as in the 70's. 

Masud'soptimism is not universally 
shared. Ketkar believes that a funda
mentalist wave has swept the world, trig
gered off by the Iranian Revolution. 
Unfortunately the Indian Press has not 

been able to stay absolutely clean of it. 
Anand concurs, "The entire English 
press is not biased, but the guards are 
down and can no longer claim to be 
above communalism." These observa
tions are not groundless. A series of 
articles and reports have appeared in 
major English dailies which range from 
the mildly fnstigatory to the outright 
inflammatory. 

The 'Acid Test of secularism' an 
article by M. V. Kamath is a good 
example of what Ketkar calls "irrespon
sible journalism". Written in a very 
aggressive style, Kamath labels Ka
shmiri Muslims a pampered people. He 
writes about the problems of Kashmir 
which has given us nothing but 'a giant 
headache'. In the course of the article 
Kamath warns that Kashmiri Muslims 
may be "hurting the interests of over 80 
million Muslims living in the rest of 
India". This statement in particular and 
the tone of the article in general is quite 
objectionable, says Ketkar. Kamath 
defends his stand pointing out, "This is 
the truth. Suppressing the truth is no 
service to the people". The problem exists, 
I am not creating it." 

Arun Shourie during his short stint 
as the Executive Editor of the Times of 
India, printed a photograph of the Au
rangzeb Mosque in Mathura on the 
front page. The text and headline stated 
that like Ramanmabhoomi, Krishnajan
mabhoomi would rock the nation and 
that feelings were running high. Jour
nalists rushed to Mathura only to find 
that the entire episode had been blown 
totally out of proportion unexpected. 

Perhaps the most unexpected is the 
front page editorial written by Grilal 
Jain in the Times of India of November 
2,1984, two days after the assissination 
of Indira Gandhi. Immediately under a 
headline which proclaimed "Many killed 
in Wave of Violence" he wroteabm.:t the 
massacre of the Sikhs almost as if the 
Sikhs were to be blamed. "But the storm 
of anger, bitterness and revenge might 
not have assumed the intensity it has if 
the Sikh community had followed the 
lead of the five sikh leaders who at once 
denounced the dastardly crime ..... The 
popular feelings of outrage have to be 
assuaged and qin be assuaged. Only if 



the Sikhs are seen lO q~>wil1ing to heed 
appeals to reason ... For the first time 
Sikhs outside Punjab are realising how 
vulnerable they are. " ..... 

technique does succeed in toning dO'.'m ______________ _ 

Although these prominent journal
ists have attracted adverse comment 
from many, they have a staunch sup
portef·.iriKamlendra Kanwar, Resident 
Editor of the Indian Express. Kanwar 
emphasises that he sees "nothing wrong 
in informed opinion". He~ in fact denies 
the existence of a communal bias in the 
English Press which he · claims is 
objective and deserves credit because it 
"avoids sensationalism and does not 
glamourise publications are also much 
loss vulnerable to communal pressures 
than the vernacular publications." 

Admittedly the English Press is more 
balanced than the vernacular press. The 
communal element creeps in, in a less 
calculated fashion and is usually present 
. in irregular, isolated articles - but the 
frequency is rising. 

Another barometer which can be 
used to measure the trend of increasing 
carelessness in such sensitive issues is 
themode of references to communities. 
The Press Council Code forbids iden
tification of communities involved in 
clashes. Thus detailed news - reports 
are written describing the activities of 
"the members of a certain commu
nity" in graphiC detail. The commu
nities in question arc often quite iden
tifiable but according to Anand, this 

the incitory elements of the item. Not 
unexpectedly, this is one more norm 
that is being flouted. 

"The Press Council also forbids re
ports and articles which would inflame 
the masses" adds Kanwar, and he 
believes rather optimistically that al
though the Press Council has no legal 
authority "censure is enough to keep the 
newspaper in tow". 

Even these meagre precautions irk 
some. "What is the meaning of the free
dom of the press" exclaims Khaled 
Zaheed, editor of Akhbar-e-AIam," if 
wecannotwriteaboutwhat is happening 
to the Muslim masses!" Ironically, his 
newspaper is the best argument in fa
vour of a certain degree of control. The 
role that Akbar-e-AIam played in the 
Bhiwandi riots perfectly illustrates 
Ketkar's observation that "in a charged 

. atmosphere, a newspaper is often the 
necessary ignition". 

Tension was already mounting 'in 
Bhiwandi between the Muslim weavers 
and the Shiv Sainiks, in May 1984. De
spite this, Akhar-e-AIam alleged in a 
news report that Thackeray had made 
derogatory remarks about the Prophet 
Mohammed during a speech. This en
raged the Muslims and partially trig
gered of a series of incidents which 
finally lead to violent clashes, leaving 
278 dead and 1115 injureJ. Two weeks 
later police commissioner Ribeiro cleared 
Thackeray and stated that he had not 
made the controversial remarks. 

In a highlY. charged environment, 
. the press has a dual role-not merely to 

tread carefully whole covering commu
nal trouble but also provide the healing 
touch. 

However, Zahecd who docs not 
feel that he indulged in irresponsible 
journalism claims, "We have a record-
ing of thespeech. As journalists we have 
to inform. If the Shiv Sena and Thack-

. eray make such statements, it is ourduty 
to write against them." . 

The aftermath may not always be as 
drastic as it was in Bhiwandi but the 
media by treating delicate issues insen
sitively, can create billerness that is not 
easy to dispel. Masud quotes the media 
reaction to the TV serial based on Tupu 

Sultanasa typical case. "Aman from the 
Hindu Mahasabha may go to court 
demanding a ban of the serial ifhewants 
to. Butwhy is the media giving such im
portance to such a mediocre novel and 
serial ? .... especially at a time when 
feelings are already high! Tipu is after
all a hero tothe Muslims!" Insignificant 
matters became volatile due to media 
type and the repercussions may be un
conuollable. 

Admittedly the press is oot com
pletely communal. But even a slight 
negative slant is regrettable because 
the press has tremendous powers. 
Ideally, the press should not only tread 
carefully while covering communal 
trouble but should also attempt to play 
a constructive role and provide a healing 
touch. This Utopian state of affairs does 
not exist however. Regrettably many 
journalists are discarding caution and 
arc becoming. blat.a.ntlyseclarian. If this 
trend continues, the future portents arc 
very dangerous. 

-- Shabnam Minwalla 
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MARIo MIRANDA: 

Cartoonist as ' Communicator 
The eye spies a bright 
red and green parrot 
housed in an old brass 

birdcage and then moves on to a quaint 
footstool with a red cushion, next to a 
white wrought iron bench and a 'gaddi' 
propped up against a wall bearing 
landscapes, sketches. and prints ar
ranged in a jigsaw fashion. Simultane
ously, one notices many potted plants, 
cane baskets, a laughing Buddha, a domi
nant brass and wooden trunk, more 
paintings, rugs and cushions - all ar
ranged in careful disarray. Closer scru
tiny reveals two tiny and beautiful 
turtles meandering merrily amongst 
the paraphernalia. 

The home of Mario Joao Carlos 
Rosario de Brito Miranda reflects the 
same meticulous and aesthetic detail 
and variety that his sketches bear. Tiny, 
yet significant items fill up the spaces 
between major subjects, lending depth, 
f1avourand interest tohis drawings, and 
lead the viewer to exclaim with wonder 
at the artist's perceptiveness. Chuckling 
self-consciously, Mario Shrugs it off say
ing, "Oh! When my ideas are bad I put in 
a lot of detail. And I basically enjoy it. 
Helps fill up space too." 

Modesty and a gentle yet pithy 
sense of humour are characteristic of 
Mario de Miranda who today has more 
than 30 years of cartooning and illus
trating behind him. Behram Contractor 
- alias Busybee - the editor of 'The 
Afternoon', and a close friend and asso
ciate of Mario since the early sixties, 
says, "We (at The Afternoon) think 
veryhighlyofhimas a cartoonist. Unlike 
most cartoonists who are mean, ambi
tious and frustrated, Mario doesn't have 
a mean thought in him. He never ever 
talks of money, is non-controversial, 
friendly, a little lazy but very obliging, 
and above all he is a Goan." 

Goa is an integral part of Mario's 
life and he visits it almost thrice a 
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month, when in India. There, in the 
small town ofLoutulim, Mario relaxes 
in a huge 300-year-old ancestral home 
which resembles the 'St. Xaviers School' 
of Bombay. 

It was in Goa, where, at the age of 
seven, Mario discovered his talents for 
sketching. In a small diary he regularly 
sketChed, "school teachers, village c1er-

gymen, scenes of Loutulim, old ladies, 
friends, crows and dogs." His parents 
encouraged his art and Mario attributes 
his present success to them. 

However his career as a cartoonist 
was preceded by ambitions of joining 
the lAS, and so in the mid-fifties, Mario 
came to the "cold but dynamic" Bombay 
to complete his graduation and appear 

for the lAS entrance exams. While an 
undergraduate at StXaviers, Mario, along 
with his friends,was a regular visitor at 
Sophia College and even today fondly 
recalls "those happy bachelor days 
and ... Sophia nights. The best dances in 
town were at Sophia." 

Along with merrymaking, Mario 
had also taken to drawing pocket car
toons for newspapers and soon was so 
interested that he had dropped the idea 
of joining the lAS and instead joined 
'The Times of India' as an illustrator - a 
decision he has not regretted. "Imagine! 
What would I do on being posted at 
some jungle in Assam ?" 

The alliance with Times of India 
lasted for twenty years till the early 80's, 
being punctuated time and again with 
Mario's absence. He says, "I joined and 
left and joined and left the Times of 
India. They were very nice to take me 
back all the time." 

A voracious urge for travel JIompted 
many of these sudden departures. In a 
bid to esca pe the monotony of life, Mario 
left for London and during the subse
quent five years he spent there, he held 
interesting jobs as a postman and in a 
restaurant while getting his bearings in 
the city. Later, of course, he was given 
the opportunity to work in a television 
studio which taught him much and paid 
well too. 

When back at the Times of India 
again, he illustrated Busybee's column -
'Round and About' and also developed 
his famous characters - Miss Nimbupani, 
Balaram, Godbole, Miss Fonseca and 
gang. 

Mario's male characters are typi
fied by close-set eyes, large noses and 
long jaws while his women are better 
loved by his fans (and equally disliked 
by feminists) for their extremely 
VOluptuous bodies. Brown eyes twinkle 
merrily as Mario dismisses any sexist 
leanings on his part by saying that such 



figures dominate only as they are easier 
to draw. J.R.D. Tata once remarked to 
him, "I do not care much for your hu
mour. But I like Miss Fonseca, she's so 
VOluptuous." 

Cartoon strips span only one as
pect of Mario's career. His frequent 
travels abroad and in India coupled 
with his keen observation of life, 
prompted many illustrations and aq
uarelles capturing scenes of the spice of 
lifeand theessenceof cities from around 
the world. These were later compiled 
and published in 'Goa with Love', 
'Germany In Wintertime', 'Laugh it Ofr 
and 'Impressions of Paris'. The latter is 
probably Mario's most famous piece of 
work and Yves Beigbeder - Director of 
Alliance Francaise in 1985 - said in a 
foreword to the book, "Mario's Paris is 
not the Paris of art albums; he has not 
depicted imposing perspectives, and 
whenever he has painted monuments he 
has more often than not given them a 
human touch." 

The word 'human' crops up often as 
Mario speaks on various topics. Nurs
ing a fondness for East Germany, he 
feels sad that the Berlin Wall has 
collapsed causing the "warm, human 
and unmercenary" East to blend with 
the "callous" West' Interestingly he was 
in East Germany, at the invitation of its 
government, just two or three months 
prior to the wall collapse. Along with 
painters like Jatin Das, Mario had been 
invited to depict scenes of German life, 
which were to be exhibited later. Mario 
in fact was the only illustrator among 
painters from all over the, world and felt 
much a "sore thumb." 

Exhibitions and books apart, Mario 
has also worked in close conjunction 
with writers like Khuswant Singh, Dam 
Moraes and Manohar Mulgaonkar, 
illustrating their writings. Often at the 
insistence of friends like Busyhee and 
Pritish Nandy, Mario was coerced into 
trying his own hand at writing of his 
travels and experiences, but he says, "I 
hate writing. It takes me days and weeks 
to get my piece together." Unlike writ
ing, illustrations flow fast and easy and 
yet Mario is not as devoted to cartoon
ing as it may seem. 

Painting - in watercolours and oils -
remains his first love and Mario also 
holds unfulfilled dreams of becoming a 
concert pianist which could well have 
proved to be an alternate career, for 
him. "I miss the applause. One does 
not get live applause in cartooning", 
says hewistfully, adding, "I'd like to have 
more time to do something different and 
not have deadlines. Though if there 
were no pressure from my editors, I'd 

The book seller. 

Un bouquiniste. 

postpone everything not to tomorrow 
but to day - after - tomorrow." 

Having travelled all over the world 
except South America and Africa, 
Mario observes that countries like India, 
France and Israel produce more car
toons than Britain or America. He spots 
much young talent in India, especially 
South India, but language barriers make 
it "difficult and frustrating for these 
youngsters to come up. Again they are 

too interested in pOlitical cartooning and 
don't try much social cartooning. Life 
has so much to offer if one observes." 

In future, Mario would like to con
centratemoreon illustrating and paint
ing than cartooning and aspires to pro
duce some very serious work On Kerala 
(a long time ambition), Mysore, Assam 
and other parts of India. The end of the 
year might see him in Brazil and in March 
of the next year Mario hopes to visit 
Germany. 

However, there is much to bedone 
here too. Doordarshan has approached 
Mario time and again with offers for the 
serialisation of Miss Fonseca and Miss 
Nimbupani. Though interested, Mario's 
problem arises from his inability to "think 
in Hindi." If things fall into place our 
T.V. sets may soon be grace with the 
presence of the lovely Miss Fonseca, 
the glamorous Miss Nimbupani, 
Godbole, a dog and a crow. 

Thirty years of creativity and suc
cess don't prevent Mario de Miranda 
from being "absolutely unsure" of his 
work. I hate indifference and am a poor 
judge of my own work. My cartoons 
don't have any messages to give or phi
losophies to convey. It is only people 
who see philosophies in them." 

Maybe it is this modesty that has 
enhanced his work and as Yves Beigbeder 
writes, "His (Mario's) paintings 
project an extraordinary love for life 
and a loving congeniality which is sen
sitive and at the same time often far too 
indulgent towards humanity. Like all 
truly happy creators Mario looks at the 
world with an open mind and a youthful 
spirit... ... 

-- Jagruti Kapasi. 
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Heartbeat of a Newspaper 
The Editorial office of the Indian 

Express, grey furniture glinting dully in 
tliE cold grey"" ttibelight. . Grey walls: 
Grey floors. Grey telephones. No plush 
office this, where pile carpets and slick 
steel-and -chrome enclose suited execu
tives in their sequestered cabins. Here 
the steel is purely functional: service
able typewriters atop heavy Godrej tables 
arranged with seeming haphazardness 
and a total disregard for aesthetics ... 

The staid, lacklustre setting is 
totally at odds with the dynamism of 
the room's occupants. All around is 
ceaseless, activity: the discordan t clack 
of fifty typewriters hammering out the 
day's report, the harsh whirring of re
volving fans, people rushing around with 
harassed expressions, others hastily 
downing yet another cup of "chai" and 
still others sharing a moment of friendly 
comaraderie with a colleague. 

. On the ~esks is all the parapherna
lia that goes with the written word: 
pencil's, erasers, rulers and of course paper, 
great piles of it -littering desks, choking 
drawers and overflowing from dustbins 

Beneath the noise and banter, 
however, the undercurrent of urgency 
is palpable - a reminder of that omi
nous word 'deadline'. The concept is 
sacrosanct in journalistic circles, the whole 
profession being geared to racing against 
the unexorable progression of the clock. 
This is because the business of a news
paper office is not merely to bring out a 
newspaper, butto bring it out in time -a 
task which the Deputy News Editor dis
misses casually as being simply "the 
initial excitement of news reporting" 
which fizzles out" as one grows older". 

Pondering on the ability of a chaotic 
office to meet a deadline, one discovers 
that there is surprising order in the 
chaos, that what seems at first to be 
liltleconglomerates of tables and chairs 
are, in actuality, the nerve centres of the 
newspapers, each having its own func-

tion. 
One such cluster, called the "Gen

eral Reporting Desk" is manned by a 
total of sixteen reporters. only four of 
whom are present at the Desk at any 
given time. The rest arc assigned what 
in journalistic jargon is called a 'beat', a 
news worthy area that a reporter covers 
on a daily basis of all the beats, the 
'crime beat'is invested with all the hot 
- shot glamour that is synonymous with 
news reporting, a popular notion that is 
quickly dispelled by the Chief Reporter 
who explains that "crime as well as the 
fifteen other city beats - such as 
'Mantralaya', 'Aviation' and 'Muncipal
ity' - is basically covered through press 
handouts" These dry bulletins which 
are issued daily at the Police Press Room 
at Crawford market are the sources of 
most criminal reportage, only major 
crimes being covered on location. 

In contrast to the hectic activity of 
the Reporter's Desk, the 'Subediting 
Desk' simply called 'The Desk' seems 
strangely static. 

The Chief Sub presides over his 
underlings, immersed in sheets of spy 
which are the actual, typed reports of 
the day's events. This is where copy is 
systematically" mutilated" as the 'Subs' 
check it for grammatical errors, slash
ing out or 'deleting' supertlous and 
unweildy words and paragraphS. 

Is this where Journalism is divested 
of its glitz, entering the nitty gritty 
realm of grammar and syntax? Is this the 
boring side of Journalism. A junior Ssub 
shakes her head, declaring that "Sub
bing is not that bad". Deciding on head
lines for news items and alloting them 
to the appropriate page is apparently 
as challenging as news gathering! Smur
ing copy to dot 'i's and cross 'I's' is, how
ever, another matter altogether. ... 

All "subbed copy" finds its way to 
the 'Composing room' whose is in sharp 
contrast to the bustle beyond its glass 
walls. The room is in fact, the very 

antithesis of the editorial office; its hi
tech sophistication. At one corner stands 
a giagantic printer fronfwhich issues a 
never ending sstream of narrow bro
mide paper, bearing a column-wise ar
rangement of type set copy. The entire 
process takes place with unerring preci
sion, much to the dismay of many an 
aesthete. 

Fortunately, the aesthetic element 
is still very much in evidence in the "Cu t 
and Paste" department where artists 
painstakingly arrange composed copy 
on broad-sheet sized paper according to 
a plan or "layout" stipulated by the higher 
echelons pf newspaper heirarchy. 

Onece pieced together, the pages 
are then fed into a "camera" of out
landish proportions to yield a negative 
the size of a newspaper. 

The printing room is dark, save for 
a bulb that silhouettes the huge ma
chines silently awaiting the printing of 
the first edition. "Chalo!", the clipped 
order results in a sudden blaze of light 
and almost simultaneously, action. . 

There are washing machines of sorts, 
where the negative is transformed and 
embossed on thin aluminium sheets 
which are then "washed" with acid. The 
sheets are later wound onto rollers, their 
raised letters transferred to the tenuous 
sheet of newsprint between them by the 
gnashing movement of the machine. 
Printed sheets are then folded into neat 
piles of newspapers. 

5.00 am. Neatly packed bundles of 
newspapers arc loaded onto trucks in 
readiness for their final journey through 
the pre-dawn coolness of the city 
streets; Their destination in all 
probability is a sleepy household, whose 
members will scan the headlines, 
oblivious perhaps of the toil that pro
duced them. 

-- Farah Baria. 

A Collection of photographs on the next two pages takes you through the entire 
process of the making of the newspaper 
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The Sub-Editors at work 

A Reporter typing out his story 

Bromide being prepared 

Composing on the Computer 
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Cut and Paste layout being done 

Proofing copy for mistakes 

Sorting newspapers before delivery 

Newspapers being printed 
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Discovering lraditional Media 
This is a world where everything 

must be made available instantly. 
Instant coffee, instant foods, even in
stant media. Information through mass 
media is obtained across the counter or 
by a flick of a switch. 

These levels of sophistication have 
come over centuries of evolution. News 
was as important to those in the first or 
second centuries, B.C. asit is tOday. And 
itis in the traditional means of dissemi
nating this information that modern 
communication has its roots. 

In fact several forms of traditional 
mediadoexist even todayand remain as 
popularwith the people of rural India as 
they were with their ancestors, often far 
more than radio and TVwhich have the 
maximum penetration amongst the 
population. Radio and TV in India 
came into being chiefly to aid the proc
ess of development. Traditional media 
could do their job equally well, if not 
better. especially because of a high 
degree of participation and involve
ment ,of its audience. Ms. Prakriti 
Kashyap, dancer and dance critic says 
that people really get involved in a folk 
dance performance, "they sway with the 
music, and the notable part is that the 
stories in which they so vicariously 
participate in have been heard by them 
many times before". 

Farback in history, the effectiveness 
of a particular medium was not pre
tested or evaluated by research teamsor 
a panel of experts. The most conven
ient means of reaching people were 
chosen, more with easy access to a 
medium in mind. So the earliest kind 
of newspaper was information inscribed 
on stones and pillars. Town criers 
brought the more hard news from the 
court of the king to the people. But for 
the majority of the population, manyof 
whom were illiterate, folk arts formed 
the main medium of communication. 

Ballads, story boxes like the 'Kavad' 
which have folding doors which unfold 
as the plot of the story unravels, pup
petry, and above . all the pageantry of 

song, dance and dialogue of Indian folk 
theatre are some of the forms of tradi
tional media. 

"Traditional media forms such as 
these had been first used by the Aryans, 
who invaded India, and superimposed 
their master culture over that of the 
masses through these,"says Dr. Jyotsna 
Bapat of Tata Institute of Social Sci
ences. The Epics, puranasandinnumer
able Aryan tales and philosophy formed 
the content of ballads and dances, a 
tradition which is predominant even today. 

Of course the main purpose of most 
of these forms, especially dance, ' was 
entertainment. They evolved to show 
several tendencies which are true even 
of modern mass media tOday. They were. 
mirrors of contemporary eras. Mr. Dnya
neshwar Nadkarni, Art critic of the 
Times of India writes of "Bharud" - a 
satirical verse composition typical of 
Maharashtra - "These Bharuds truly 
reflected the life of the villages in Ma
harashtra four or five centuries ago". 
. Many of these poked fUll at the 

"establishment" the ' village headmen 
or the Kotwal and became tools of 
social reform generating attitude changes. 
"During the times of Shivaji Maharaj 
the 'Lavni' was used to bring about a 
patriotic awakening amongst the people" 
says. Hemasuvarna a noted performer of 

the 'Lavni', a folk dance from Maharash
tra. Much later it was put to use to bring 
about a similar patriotism, bllt a nation
alistic one rather than a maratha one, 
by freedom fighters all over thecbuntry. 
The Indian People's Theatre Associa
tion (IPT A), the cultural wing of the 
Leftist Pofitical party, revived the 
boisterous 'Jatra' of Bengal and 
the'Veedhinatakam' of Andhra Pradesh 
and many more folk theatre to encour
age nationalism. In post - Independent 
India, the government spread the word 
of reform through these amongst the 
rural population, family planning 
programmes and five year plans were 
propogated through media like pup
petry and 'Alha', a popular ballad form 
of Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh. 

Reports of the song and Drama 
Division, the wing of the Information 
and Broadcasting Ministry which uses 
traditional media, show a great success 
of these experiments. 

Why traditional media could suc
ceed where advance electronic. media 
like radio, TV might be ineffective is 
because "in the village the socio -
economic patterns are different" says 
Ms. Kashyap and these are catered to by 
their own tradition media which strikes 
a chord of identification. Moreover with 
a low national literacy rate of 36.2%, 
messages through modern media,espe
cially print, may be a little more difficult 
to comprehend. There··are many people 
in the rural areas who "find it difficult to 
understand the language media uses, like 
the polished Hindi - that is spoken on 
TV" says Dr. Bapat. The symbols and 
iconography on TV, which is urban -
oriented is alien for most Indians. 

Traditional media is used even today 
by both government and non-govern
ment agencies. "Kirtans" have been 
composed in the traditional form, with 
their contents speaking of the impor
tance of preserving ecology, and nuclear 
disarmament" says Dr. Bapat. She 
described a video film which used 
songs which were traditionally sung in 
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Maharashtra at dawn. The awakening at 
dawn is likened to the awakcningofwomcn 
as a strong social force. 

Ms. Kashyap feels that traditional 
media can be very effective to get across 
social messages especially those deal
ing with sensitive issues like communal 
harmony - "We don't discriminate audi
ences, becauseOartmen believed in dis
harmony". But being a purist, she also 
feels very strongly that messages can be 
communicated only "if they do not de
tract from the form". Indeed an element 
of commercialization is inevitable and 
pure folk forms do get modified to suit 
social needs. Mrs. Rekha Shah, the 
director of a folk arts troupe which 
spreads the message of national inter
gration, justified the modifications in 
a performance of "Vaghya Murali" a 
folk dance from Jijuri, Maharashtra. 'I 
have changed the form a great deal, 
because the original would have been 
quite boring, and people wouldn't like 
to see them". 

Nevertheless there will remain a 
number of performers who continue 
inthe strictest trends of their form. Sud
hir Pradhan, a photographer with a special · 
interest in folk arts denies that all artists 
have fallen prey to commercialization, 
"there are still many whoarenotwiIIing 
to change because it (the art) comes 
from their ancestors, they have a great 
deal of integrity and are very proud of 
their profession". 

But the fact is that these exponents 
remain buried in the interiors of the 
country. The great potential of these 
media men remains undiscovered. Mr 
Jalap from the Directorate of Cultural 
affairs explained that the government 
used the services of the troupe which 
have been in the government address 
book for years. He said that it would be 
difficult to go into the village to find the 

° original eXponents of these media forms. 
Lack of personnel could greatly affect 
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the useof these forms. Even though the 
interest in media as a career has greatly 
increased amongst urban youth, very 
few of them are willing to opt for 
traditional media as a viable alterna
tive, or at least a reinforcement of 
modern media. In a city like Bombay, 
a traditional media course at the 
Xavier's Institute of communication 
lies unutilised because of lack of stu
dents. 

A media student seemed to speak 

for a general opinion. "I don't feel that 
in today's media world pure folk has a 
place, although I would use elements of 
it in modern media" modern media have 
a novelty which will carry greaterweight, 
she felt. 

Many newer media forms, espe
cially films, do threaten the existeRce 
of traditional media. The directorate of 
field publicity uses films and tradi
tional media to propagate government 
policy. 

Though Insat has brought the world 
to our doorsteps, for nearly 80% of the 
Indian population, who live in the rural 
areas, traditional folk arts and the like 
still are one of the main forms of com
munication. And since it is a common 
cultural heritage media people must be 
aware of it. "There is a glaring om mis
sion on folk media in modern media 
courses" says the media student. 

And if the process of development 
has to be taken right down to the grass 
roots it is necessary to address the people 
in a manner they are familiar with Dr. 
Bapat feels that "Traditional media is 
the most effecting way to reach them 
in a language they understand and a 
form which they are familiar with. So 
that there is a grasping of new ideas in a 
traditional format." 

-- Lubaina S. Tyebji 



The .Commercialised 
There was a time when Advertising 

Agencies only advertised for consumer 
products. Today agencies are working 
on elaborate briefs for their newest en
devour the advertising of a newspaper or 
a magazine. 

On the other hand, with more and 
more magazines and newspapers spring
ing up and television becoming a 
contender the advertising rupee is 
shrinking. The Times of India Group 
have brought out a brochure, "Master
Mind" with an aim to facilitate sales 
strategies. Other publications too are 
polishing their marketing strategies. 
Observers forecast a shake up in the 
publications business in the nineties -
the battle for a share of the advertising 
cake is going to be.an intense one. 

As Julie Chatterjee, executive edi
tor of 'Mega-City,' a monthly city maga
zine said, "'A magazine is a product and, 
like any other product, it requires mar
keting. We usually tend to sideline this 
aspect, and as a result even a good 
magazine does not pick up." 

Not so long ago editors would treat 
advertisments with lofty disdain. Girilal 
Jain of Times of India once said that he 
was grateful to God that he had 
nothing to do with the advertising 
department. 

Since people are realizing the po
tential of the print medium as a /lour
ishing industry and its influence in terms 
of economic and political clout, every
body wants to join the bandwagon. Older 
publications like the "Amrita Bazzar 
Patrika" of calcutta or the "Naiduniya" 
of Indore newspapers were born of a 
sense of social committment Today, as 
Mr. Sundar from 'The Independent' put 
it, " Everybody is in it for business." 

"Today's generation needs all the 
answers" is the baseline of the advertis
ment of the latest daily, "The Independ
ent". For the first timeactivc promotion 
was witnessed for the launch of a paper. 
In this context, Mr. Sundar from'Thc 
Independcnt' says, "It is vcry difficult to 
profilc the consumer prefrcncc as it is 

not a functional product like a watch 
or a consumer product like a powder. 
Newspapers and magazines have more 
to do with mind, they satisfy an inner 
need", Even so, editors in conjunction 
with their marketing dcpartments try 
their best to focus sharply on thcir 
readers perceived needs. Take the ex
ample of women's magazine's. While 
"Savvy" targets itself for" the modern, 
self-thinking woman in the age group of 
18+."Femina, finds its way to the house
wife. It is interesting to note that though 
essentially both of them are women's 
magazines, each reaches out to a differ
ent audience. 

Almost 2300 publication are pub
lished in India 1983-84 saw a spurt in 
the demand for magazines. The trend 
now isspecalization; segmented reader
Ship with more sources vying with each 
other for the readers attention As Anjali 
Mathur, executive editor, 'G,entleman' 
which is a general interest magazine be
lieves, "that is one sure way of surviving 
as people are picking up magazines 
with a specific orientation. Magazines 
which are slotted for a particular niche 
are doing better. The very fact that 
tOday every magazine has a slot is proof 
of this statement by itself." 

Chatterjee agrees that advertisments 
and publications ate interdependent. 
Therefore, in order to attract advertis
ments from a particular section of ad
vertisors the magazine has to carry a few 
articles based on that particular category 
of consumer items in its 'Sections' 
'Megacity' even voluntarily offcrs pub
licity to a fcw resturants and shop that 
are found worthyofit. The dangcr in this 
is that editoral mattcr could and does be
romc dependent on thc advcrtiser's needs, 
an ominous sign for thc futurc. 

"Until rccently thcrc was no com
pctition within the ncwspaper industry. 
it was Iikc a fricndly game of tennis. 
None of the papers in the big league 
tried to stretch themselves becausc 
they did not want to rock the boat" 
says Times of India's Marketing Dircc-

Press 
tor, Satish Mehta, in 'Advertising and 
Marketing,' July 1989. 

Mehta contends that newspapers 
even used the garb of social service as a 
compctitive plan. An excellent example 
is the Times of India Celebrations ofits 
"150 Glorious Years". When theyor
ganized rock shows; promoted mone
ment restoration; organiszed music 
soirees and even held an art exhibition 
at Bombay V.T. There has never per
haps been a greater attempt in India at 
corporate image building. Their primary 
objective was towoo the advertisors and 
agency chiefs. 

Supplements are usually instigated 
byadvertisors to mark a milestone or 
by the advertising departments of news
papers as a revenue-raising measure. 
Recently, 'The Independent' had 
published a supplement on "Elecrama-
90", an exibition of 'Indian electrical 
and electronic acumen'. "The quality of 
supplements you are seeing these days 
have short-listed goals, but the supple
ments of eminent newspapers like Fi
nancial Times, Washington Post are so 
well researched that people would actu
ally like to preserve them" feels Ms 
Sundar. 

Sponsored articles have found 
themselves as feature article sometimes 
even penned by the editorial-staff in 
newspapers and magazines. Times of 
India has carried cricket score boards 
with the sponsoror's name displayed 
prominently and has published spon
sored articles sports page. 

Moreovcr even the established 
"Readers Digest" tries to woo the read
crs through mysterious gW~ lnd vouch
ersevcn their 'Book Section' usually has 
a spoJtSor. Many a journalist feels that 
this is not a hcalthy phenomenon, but 
the rcalities of the market place have 
overwhelmed old traditions values. 

-- Priya Bhatia 
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Young People in the Media 
In t he seven ties when a young boy or 

a girl had to make a career decision, the 
primary choice before him or her were 
the fields of medicine or engineering. 
Perhaps some of the more adventurous 
among the boys would think of joining 
the defence services. 

In the eighties, however, the situ
ation is no longer the same. Careers in 
Journalism, T.V., etc which were earlier 
looked down upon suddenly have be
come popular and much sought after. 
Not only this but manyprofessionaJ media 
courses have sprung up to train people 
in various media. 

Media professions have truly come 
into their own and are drawing the best 
and the brightest who are ready tospurn 
more lucrative careers in high paying 
multinationals or secure jobs in the 
government. 

But what does a career in the media 
entail? Is advertising really that well 
paying? Is journalism full of glamour? 
Are media jobs truly satisfying? A cross 
section of young media persons answer 
these and other questions. 

Rupa Gulab is a senior copywriter 
at Lintas and Ramola Talwar is on the 
editorial desk of the Indian Express. 
Both have a Bachelor'S degree in Eng
lish Literature and love writing. 

Rupa has written articles for Eng
lish dailies but personally prefers copy
writing which she feels is more exciting 
and creative since she has to experiment 
with different writing styles and at the 
same time it exposes her to other media 
like films, audio-visuals, etc. So, al
though she joined the XIC for a course 
in journalism she discontinued it after 
three months. 

Although selected after a 'challeng~ 
ing' four hour copy test, at first she was 
required to do dull, jobs like look up 
references for the Creative Director, 
work on brochures, etc. "But this is the 
case anywhere", she hastens to add. 

She docs not feel that early success 
in this field leads to an early 'burn-out'. 
The real stalwarts in the field are those 
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who have been around foryears and who 
will always be needed to guide the young 
crowd. 

As for her, she hopes to become the 
Creative Director in another five to ten 
years and a Creative Consultant after 
that. At present there may be some 
dissatisfaction occasionally over who 
gets more interesting accounts. 

To interview Imran Khan, perhaps 
would be the dream of many a budding 
female journalist, but to actually have 

the gall to barge 
into his hotel and 
grill him inten 
sively in the first 
year of your B.A. 

is something that few can accomplish. 
Ramola Talwar, along with two of 

her classmates at St. Xavier's College, 
did just that. "He thought we would 
ask personal questions but he was 
shocked when we asked well researched 
questions about cricket and his per
formance in various test matches," she 
says. 

Like her interview with Imran Khan, 
Ramola takes her job with the Indian 
Express seriously. Working after office 
hours, doing night shifts and constantly 
being under pressure are things that would 
discourage many but for Ramola these 
very features of her job make it ex
tremely satisfying. 

Getting into a job, immediatc1y after 
her graduation at the age of 20, Ramola 
unlike most others simply did not have 
the time to enrol in a course. Her 
passion for writing is strong enough for 
her to have noaltraction for the post of 
an editor since it involves too much pro
ductionworkand "Iwant to write, write, 

. write." 
That journalists have become com

modities, that good ones are underpaid 
because they are not pushy, that they 
have become part of the establishment 
are insightful statements one would not 
expect from someone as young as Namita 
Khanna. At 26, she has a Master's 
degree in literature from Delhi, in 

Journalism from Stanford, it s·ucccssful 
year as a sub-editor and t~~n feature 
writer with the 'Indian Past' already behind 
her and is currently with 'Coinmerce' as 
senior correspondent. 

" I have had three promotions in the 
last one year and my salary has doubled. 
I've outprieed myself', she says matter
of factly giving reasons why more 
young people are becoming journalists 
tOday. Namita feels that a degree ac
quired abroad helps to the extent that it 
gives the holder an initial impetus after 
which it is entirelyupto the indvidual to 
prove her mettle which she seems to 
have done admirably. 

Namita agrees that Job hopping is 
a common feature in this profession 
with journalists rushing in where better 
money is offered. The old romantic 
idealism associated with a journalist no 
longer holds true. But no other profes
sion gives one the authority to caIl up 
anybody under the sun, no other job 
assures that no two days will ever be the 
same. No, there is no other career that 
Namita would have gladly chosen. 

Peering at zoolo
gical specimens 

• through a micro 
. scope one would 

imagine is a far cry 
from making Audio-Visuals for 'Child 
Reliefand You'. Chesta Shah,agradu
ate in Life Sciences, with an S.C.M. 
diploma, is currently assistant to Imtiaz 
Dharkar of ' Solo Productions' and she 
seems to have fruitfully applied hersci
entific knowledge to artistic ends. 

In fact, it was While doing her dis
sections in college, that Chesta recog
nised the necessity for visual learning, 
and the need therefore to train herself 
in visual communications. 

Her year at Sophia's confirmed 
that her interest lay in Audio-Visuals 
and Video Films. "The course sensi
tised me to the field of media" she says, 
adding quickly that 'an inborn talent and 
foresight are a prerequisite if one wants 
to be a success'. 



In her opinion, the reason why media 
has come to be associated with young 
people is that it invariably means long, 
irregular working hours and a strenuous 
tJcmanding job which youngsters are able 
10 keep up with. "But at any age, if you 
can deliver, you are on" she adds 
dramatically. Chesta ultimately plans to 
head what she calls a "communication 
supermarket", a network that would 
look after the communication needs of 
practiCally everyone, right from a milk
man to a top executive. 

Alpana Joshi of Profile, the P.R. 
agency of Trikaya ,says many young
sters in fact drop outbccauseofthe long 
and strenuous working hours which a 
career in the media normally involve. 
People may be lured by the surface 
glamour and glitter of the profeSSion 
but ultimately only those who are truly 
committed will have the guts to stay on. 

From selling space for the Sunday 
Observer, Alpana moved on to the in
house P.R. Agency of Mahindras and 
simultaneously completed a diploma 
course in Advertising and Public Rela
tions from K. C. College. The course 
helped reinforce and structure all that 
she had learned, benefitting her more 
than the other students. 

In her opinion media courses are 
useful if they are combined with on-the
job training. She, herself, would like to 
get a degree in Communications abroad. 
which would enable herto remain a step 
ahead of all others in terms of hardware 
and technology. 

Alpana has been with Profile al
most since its inception three years ago 
and has handled many successful P.R. 
campaigns. 

One certainly wouldn't call Ram 
Madhwani, 26, a 'Whacky misfit', the 
term he uses to describe most of the 
people who get into media professions. 
A partner in Equinox, a production house 
that has made the ad film for 'Tata 
Steel' and the 'Mera Bharat Mahaan' 
campaign and with ambitions of soon 
being in the leagueof film directors like 
Mukul Anand and Vidhu Vinod Chopra, 
heappears to have chosen his profession 

welt 
A commerce graduate, Ram was 

loath to join the family diamond busi-

ness. Instead he went for a three month 
course in New York in film making. The 
course, in his opinion was far from 
being thorough, though he did make 
three short 16mm films and had a "lowly" 
job for a month. It initiated him into the 
basics of filmmaking but he states that 
there is no substitute for actually 
getting into production without the 
intermediary of a formal training. 

He joined Equinox as a production 
assistant. "I polished shoes for the first 
year" he says dryly and is equally matter 
of fact when he expresses ambitions of 
making films like 'Untouchables' and 
Parinda'. 

like Ram Madhwani, Aabha Adhiy.l, 
a production assistant at Genesis, too 
stresses the value of on-the-job experi
ence and the need to have the grit to 
handle any job, however unpleasant, that. 
maybe thrust upon you in the initial 
stages. The odd-jOb girl maybe required 
to tackle a variety of jobs from making 
grass die by pouring sulphuriC acid over 
it to fluffing up puries. But Aabha 
seems to love the thrill-a-minute life 
that she leads in the world of Ad. film 
production.A career in Media ensures 
that one will notbe trapped ina 9t05 job 
situation and that one's creativitywiII be 
open to expression. This is vital to a 
person like Aabha who rates job satis
faction highest on her list of priorities. 

And with communications, with its 
everwideningsoopeand variety she wanlS 
to make sure that she's there when "the 
world is changing." 

"By 30 if you haven't made it, you 
are never going to." This may sound like 
an ominous statement if applied to any 
other field but if its media, then what 
Sabah Dewan says makes a lot of sense. 

With a master's degree in Mass 
Communications from Jamia, Delhi, 
with the experience of working on a 
Documentary film on the Babri Masjid -
Ram Janmabhoomi issu.e and with a 
film on Meerut currently on hand, 
Sabah, at 24, can say it with confidence. 
In her opinion younger people tend to 
be more successful ' in the media world 
since they often have formal training to 
give them a head start and the much
needed confidence. 

Sabah wants to continue to make 

Documentaries - with relevance to the 
people. Living and working in Delhi, 
she has had the experience of having 
proposals, rejected by Doordarshan 
when bribes are not given at appropriate 
levels but she is committed enough to 
her vocation not to be drawn into the 
oommercial vortex by making "sponsored. 
meaningless programmes". ' 

She wishes that like in Kerala where 
each person contributes a rupee orso to 
the making of a film which expresses the 
people's opinion, more films which are 
'people funded' could be made. Maybe 
Sabah is looking for an Utopia, may be 
she is an idealist. But her determination 
not to be at the mercy of multinationals, 
"not to churn out tripe", makes one 
look beyond the lights, the glamour and 
the glitter of media into the question 
of responsibility towards the people the 
persons in this field have as communica
tors 

With the possibilityofDoordarshan 
and AIR finally gaining some form of 
autonomy, with the consumer movement 
still showing signsofremainingata high 
pitch and with the magazine and news
paper boom continuing, it is likely that 
more and more people will want to join 
the bandwagon. They may be from 
varying academic backgroun'ds, with 
varied interests and experiences, some 
armed with diplomas and degrees others 
with first hand experience - but all with 
the impulse to be 'different' from the 
herd, the drive to make their ideas materi
alise and their dreams come true. 

-- Gursheel Babrah 
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Public Relations Comes of Age 
There is a popular myth that Public 

Relation (PR) men spend most of their 
time 'wining and dining'. "They are also 
regarded bysome, as fixers", writes Mr. 
J. M. Kaul in his book 'Public Relations 
in India.' 

But is this really true or is PR now a 
highly specialised job? 

"Of course, PR is a profession", 
says Ms. Aipana Joshi of ' Profile', (the 
PR agency of Trikaya Grey) emphati
cally. "Every PR campaign has a cohe
sive thought behind it. PR is specialised 
communication directed at a spcLific target 
group for a specific purpose for a rela
tively low cost". 

The Institute of Public Relation 
(IPR) defines PR as "a deliberate, 
planned and sustained effort to estab
lish and maintain mutual understand
ing between an organisation and its 
publ ics". 

According to Mr. lrfan Khan, 
General Manager, Corporate Com
munications Hindustan Lever Limited 
(HLL), a multinational company, pro
ducing consumer goods, "The various 
publics include consumers who want 
good quality products at the minimum 
prices;employecs whowantgoodcareer 
prospects; government which lays down 
laws; MPs and MLAs who make these 
laws; political parties to which they be
long; consumer guidancesocictics; labour 
unions and federations and various 

" other pressure " groups like environ-
mentalists". 

"A PRO has to devise different 
plans of communication with each of 
these publics, keeping in mind the mis
sion, objectives and policies of the com
pany", Mr. Khan adds. 

Sushil Bahl, General Manager, 
Greaves Colton, further explains, "Today ' 
PR is not government lobbying as was 
thought some years back, but it involves 
- Press relations, corporate communica
tion, b'uilding up of corporate identity, 
social affairs, public affairs, trade and 
industry relations and crisis manage
ment". Historically PR in India has passed 
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through four stages, explains Mr. Kaul 
in his book. Initially it grew out of a 
liberal and philanthropic approach and 
because of a sheer necessity fordissemi
nating information. 

The second stage in the develop
mentof PR was a stage of conscious PR 
which still continues. A further devel
opment took place 

When organisations responded to 
the new environment created in the 
wake of the Industrial Policy Resolution 
and the growth of various democratic 
institutions in India - the Parliament, the 
State Legislatures, etc. 

The fourth stage, which is the pres
ent stage is represented by profession
alism in PR, when PR practitioners 
began to organise themselves as a pro
fessional body. It was in this period that 
the Public Relations Society of India 
began to play an active role. 

Despite all its growth even today 
PR is often confused as being the same 
as Advertising. 

Mr. T. C. Ajit, General Manager, 
Ogilvy and Mather PR., says, "Adver
tising and PR are just two parts of the 
entire communication process, each 
having an important role to play". 

This point is brought into sharper 
focus by Cdr. J. S. Kochar, who has had 
a rich experience in PR, first as PR of(i
cer in the Defence Ministry, and now 
with his own PR agency 'Protokoll' in 
Bombay.'Though management in India . 
has yet to realise the efficacy of PR, 
there is definitely an awareness of the 
fact that advertising is not worth its cost 
without PR", Cdr. Kochar says, "PR is 
definitely more cost effective than ad
vertisements though not time bound. 
Besides PR helps , to project personali
ties which advertisements cannot". 

Today advertising agencies like 
Ogilvy and Mather, Trikaya Grey and 
HT A have come up with their own PR 
divisions as more and more companies 
arc realising the need of specialised PR 
set ups. Besides PR today is looked upon 
as an indispensable marketing tool. 

Mr. M. L. Jaisimha, PR consultant 
of Vazir Sultan Tobacco (VS1) in Hydera
bad, is happy with the work that the 
external PR agency handling their ac
count, is doing. In his opinion, PR is 
extremely essential and helps in creating 
the company image and goodwill. 

A PR programme involves inten
sive research; planning of strategy; and 
finally action, making use of tools like 
press releases, house journals, audio 
visuals, video films and direct mailing to 
educate the public at large. 

"Today, transforming the image of 
Greaves Cotton from a tradingcompany 
(which, according to a survey by Marg, is 
its image in the eyes of its publics) to a 
manufacturing company is the major 
Objective of our presen t PR programme", 
Mr. Bahl states. 

Giving a classic example of an inter
nal PR programme for the employees 
of HLL, Mr. Khan says that a study 
conducted for them by Tata Institute of 
Social Science (TISS) to find out their 
areas of concern, brought to light the 
fact that for most workers, the first 
priority was higher education for chil
dren followed by having a decent roof 
over their heads. 

Hence as a part of PR strategy 
based on the findings of this research, 
coaching classes have been started for 
the children, scholarships are given to 
those who do well in school; many 
housing loan schemes have been devised. 

Their house magazine "Hamara", 
earlier published only in English is now 
translated in Marathi too, and contains 
all this information which interests the 
workers making them feci a part and 
parcel of a larger unit i.e. the company, 
motivating them to put in their best 
efforts. 

Again in June'88 when there was a 
lockout at the HLL Bombay Factory, 
PR playedan important rolein this crisis 
period. 

Arter the lockout was declared, press 
releases were sent out at every stage. The 
L1bour Minister and Secretary were kept 



informed of the latest situation. Book
lets containing news of all relevant 
developments were published for the 
benefi t of shareholders. They even tried 
to boost the morale of the employees 
during the lockout. 

PR plays an equally important role 
in the Public Sector. 

"In fact more so, because the public 
sector is accountable to the government 
and the public, while what happens within 
the four walls of a private company is 
their business so long as they do not 
violate the laws"; says Mr. Jitendra 
Bhargava, Chief PR Manager, Air In
dia. 

Adept as it is in creating successful 
images for its clients, PR has not yet 
achieved an adequate one for itself. 

Accusations have been flung at PR 
that it always presents a very rosy pic
ture, hiding the murkier side from the 
public gaze. 

Commenting on the ethics involved 
in PR, Cdr. Kochar says that it is the 
duty of every PRO not to convey infor-

malion that is not true. "But the post- "The career prospects in PR today 
ponement ofthe publication of truth in are excellent, "as the PR industry today 
certain circumstances may save the situ- is in its stage on take off and will reach 
ation from worsening and normalcy may its peak in another 5 years." claims Ms 
be retained without the creation of panic", Joshi "We take PR trainees today not 
he adds. on basis of their ornamental value but 

"Credibility, care and commitment on basis of their attitude, personality 
are the essence of PR", Mr. Ajit be- .. and their inclination to learn and put in 
Iieves. . hard work" she says. 

Mr. Ashok Ojha, a journalist · Though there is no dOlibtthat ''win-
working with the Sunday Mail newspa- ing and dining" is a part of good public 
per, feels that PR is a fruitful and impor- relations,it is not all thata PRman does. 
tant profession. His point of view is that More and more PR practioners are 
a PRO provides news of his company realising this. Simultaneously, manage
and thus saves time for a journalist. "Of ments have begun to accord importance 
course we presume that he would pres- to PR in their management strategies. 
ent a positive side of the story but the The PR man is not a "fIxer" and neither 
journalist with his training and skill can a general dogs body. As Jitendra Bhar
always nIter the facts from the story", gava says, "Tod3y the very fact that a 
Mr. Ojha says. PRO docs not serve biscuits at a press 

Today PR is progressing towards conference but actively participates in 
open management. Frank discussions the conference, and assists the rna nag
are being held, bringing all facts into the ingdirector with facts and fIgures shows 
open so that the various publics of the that PR is 3 profession that is fast coming 
organisation can draw their own conclu- of age in India". 
sions. 

-- TruptiPriolkar 

The Reality Behind the Illusion 

A spaceship zooms past a maze of 
walls in an intergalactic citadel. 

A Thums-Up bottle levitates in the 
air and hangs suspended as the level of 
the drink falls slowly. 

An 'extra terrestrial sails past a glow
ing sun on a bicycle with his human 
friend Eliot. 

Illusory images created within an il
lusion called nIm, to become part of our 
collective movie going experience. 

These images which capture another 
plane of reality, the reality envisioned 
by an imaginative mind arc brought to 

us by thespecial effects men of cinema. 
Men who have understood and ex
panded the unique potentialities of this 
plastic medium. 

Special effects in nImsare almost as 
old as nIms themselves with the fIrst 
special effects being created in 1901. The 
French film maker George Melies pro-

duced " The Man with the Rubber 
Head" in which a mad scientist places 
his head on a table and inflates it with a 
rubber hose till it explodes. A year later 
his ground breaking" A Trip to the 
Moon" laid the foundations for the 
Science Fiction genre of movie making. 
By this time Melies had learnt how to 
stop the camera in the middle of a scene 
to create miraculous appearance, disap
pearances and transformations. 

He also mastered the art of double 
exposures, superimpositions and dissolves 
e;tablishing the basic tcchniqu~ of special 

. effects . . 
These teChniques were further im

proved upon and helped produce such 
landmark nIms as "Kingkong" (1933) 
and Stanley Kubricks" 2001: A Space 
Odyssey" (1968) 

But the single most important event 
in the history of special effects in films 
came in 1977 when dir<x:tor (Jeorge Lucas 

set out to make a spectacular nIm 
called "Star Wars". This movie ex
panded the scope of the film medium as 
never before. The superb special effects 
used in this film enabled the director 
to recreate 3n imaginary universe on an 
unprecendented scale. Its phenomenal 
success led. to a spate of movies like 
'E.T.', 'Poltergeist', Cocoon', 'Back to 
the Future', 'Young Sherlock Holmes' 
and ' the 'Star Trek' and 'S~ar Wars' 
series · being made which completely 
mesmerised .audiences with their use of 
special effects. 

In India,special effects were used to 
bring to vivid life the fantastically 
imaginative stories from our rich fund 
of mythOlogical tales and legends. 

Dadasaheb Phalke, the father of 
the Indian ' motion pictures industry 
used the teChnique of superimposition 
to create the effect of an island lying 
beyond a great expanse of sea and to 
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show the building of a causeway on that 
sea in "Lanka Dahan;' in 1917. Sonic 
models were used for a number of se
quences including athe burning of Lanka. 

Babubhai Mistry, 75, who has been 
working in the Indian film industry for 
the last 57 yrs is today acclaimed as a 
pioneer in the field of special effects in 
India. 

Babhubhai Mistry entered films in 
1933. This was also the year in which a 
film called "The Invisible Man" was made 
in America. When the film came to 

India a year later, Vijay Shankar Bhatt 
the founder of "Prakash Pictures" asked 
Babubhai if a similar picture could be 
made in India. Babubhai duplicated the 
effects used in "The Invisible Man" by 
using black thread to lift telephone 
receivers and dial telephones after cut
ting out the base of the telephones and 
the table on which it was placed. A piano 
was made to play itself by having some
body sit below it and pulJ the keys. The 
black thread was easily camouflaged 
against the black background of the 
black and white film. The resultant movie 
"Mr X" starring Ashok Kumar was a 
huge success earning Babubhai Mistry 
the nickname "Kala Dhaga" in the film 
industry. 

Special effects were calJed "tricks" 
in those days and it was only with his 
next film "Khwab ki Duniya" (Dream
world) that Babubhai's name was men
tioned in the credits for the first time for 
" trick photography". 

Babubhai is currently directing and 
creating special effects for "Hakim-Tai". 
This film which Babubhai promises 
will be a veritable "album of tricks" is 
a remake of"Hakim-Tai" made in 1933 
under the "Bharat Movietone" banner. 
"Hakim-Tai", remembered even today 
for its fairies, flying carpets, talking 
heads and vanishing genies ran on the 
strength of its special effects alone. 

Another movie made by Babubhai 
Mistry was "Maya Bazaar" which truly 
lived up to its name, being so full of 
illusions and tricks that it prompted 
Lata Mangeshkar, who had gone to see 
the movie at the Majestic Theatre, to 
remark "We went to Majestic and came 
out from Metro". 

A recent movie which created a 
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similar impact with its special effects 
was "Mr. India," the special effects for 
which were created by Mr. Peter Pereira, 
cinematographer and special effects 
expert. 

The use of special effects in films is 
not always quite so apparent as it was 
in Mr. India. Often, the technical exper
tise behind a special effect is determined 
by the audience's inability to detect its 
presence. 

According to Mr. Pereira the nail 
biting sequence in "Naseeb" in which 
the three heroes hang suspended in the 
air dangling from a rope strung be
tween, the 'Oberoi Towers' and 'Express 
Towers', was filmed on miniatures. 

In fact the boats, bridges and cars 
which we regularly see being blown up 
with such reckless abandon in films, are 
often filmed on miniatures. 

Special effects are used when it is 
either physically impossible or imprac
tial to present a particular event or im
age or when it is more cost- effective to 
use a special effects technique instead of 
trying to capture that event in reality. 

Mr Pereira explains that "In a 
movie like 'Superman' it is physically 
impossible to make him fly and you can't 
suspend him from a helicopter so one 
method used to show him flying would 
be to photograph him in front ofa blue 
screen suspending him on wires in a 
necessary flying pose on one plate and 
making a second plate of any moving 
background required. The blue back
ground is then converted into a trans
parency by an optical process and when 
the 2 plates are married, in place of the 
blue background we get the moving 
background so that the total effect is that 
superman is flying. 

Another extensively used method is 
that of 'Matting', an 'in-camera' method 
which was used by Mr. Pereira in'Coo
lie.' "The scene involved a helicopter 
coming into the frame over a lake with 
a village in the background. The location 
chosen did not have a village so the heli
copter was exposed in the bottom half of 
the frame with the top half masked.The 
tophalfwaslaterexposed toa miniature 
village in a studio. 

This same principle of masking is 
also used for the popular 'double-roles' 

-.-:';'; . .... ';.'.'.';-; 

..... Babubhai MIStry 

of Hindi films, which use a simple mask
ing shot where one side is exposed. The 
film is rewound and then the other side 
is exposed. "The masking line has to be 
very accurate," warns Mr Pereira" be
cause ifit can be seen thewhole gimmick 
is exposed and the impact of the scene is 
lost." According to him, " if you can do 
one double-role you can do ten. 

Expenses also becomes very impor
.tant when we consider the fact that stars 
often give only an hour for a shot. Accu
racy in the calculations of pOSitioning 
and placement become very important 
and can be achieved only through prac
tice. 

Experience therefore, is vital espe
cially in India where there is no institu
tion which teaches the art of special ef
fects . 

Babubhai Mistry says he Jearnt en
tirely by experimentation and by trial 
and error. Mr. Pereira learnt from old 
masters like Babubhai and Prahlad as 
well as through his own curiousity and 
interest in the subject which prompted 



him to read up extensively on it. In his 
opinion the "American Cinematograph" 
is the bible for anybody interested in this 
subject. 

The special effects in Indian films 
pale in comparision. This according to 
Mr. Pereira is due to a number of rea
sons, money (as expected) being the 
foremost among them. "In Hollywood 
they have a huge budget at their dis
posal. After Lucas' era it has been 
proved that special effects can carry a 
film, that special effects are the star of 
the movie and that big stars are not 
needed. So since that is the case they 
allot 40% of the budget to special ef
fects. In India hardly 5%of the budget is 
allocated for special effects as the 
majorityofthe money goes to thestars." 

Babubhai Mistry confirms this view 
adding that the star-craze in India would 
prevent any new trend towards an in-
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creasing emphasis on special effects 
emerging as it did in the west. No new 
tricks are coming in because of the 
shortage of time and money and be- . 
cause of a special unwillingness to ex
periment and take risks. Today's cam
eramen, he feels, do not bother to learn 
even si~ple dissolves and no one takes 
the extra effort to lear~ special effects 
because they feel they will not be paid 
more by the producer for doing so. 
"Even the quality of special effects which 
arecurrentlyemployed are poor because 
of the limited time given to a project by 
both the stars and the technicians and 
this leads to compromises in quality. As 
a result says BabuBhai, "the same old 
techniques and tricks are being used 
even today with the. only improvement 
being in the quality of the equipment 
which is now available." 

At the moment computer aided ef-

The Coming Decade 
The eighties were a very exciting 

decade for the media as its range and 
complexity increased to meet the grow
ingneedsof our society. Television went 
colour and a network of T.V. stations was 
set up all over the country. Thousands of 
films were released. Video emerged as 
a threat to films; new magazines and 
newspapers entered the market and ad
vertising virtually engulfed our lives with 
its selling messages. 

To find out how different the media 
scene of the nineties will be as com pared 
to the last decade, we interviewed vari
ous experts in fields such as television, 
film, advertising and journalism. 

We present here some of the in~er
views: 

IQBAL MASUD - T.V. and Film 
critic. 

Wh:lt implications would autonomy 
have on television? 

Autonomy would have positive as 
well as negative repurcussions. On the 
one hand, Doordarshan itselfis not pro
fessional enough so autonomy may lead 
to a kind of anarehy in its functioning. 
On the other hand, autonomywill make 
Doordarshan more credible, especially 
its news bulletins, which were nothing 
but a mouth piece for the government. 
In the nineties the tendency towards 
more credibility will grow because of 
public pressure. But since the govern
ment itself is going to appoint a board . 
of governors and finance Doordarshan, 
some kind of government control is in
evitable. I forsee a three pronged battle 
between the government, sponsors and 
indepen~ent artists. 

Will the quality of programmes im
prove? 

Autonomy will not necessarily lead 
to better quality programmes. There is 
no determining connection between 
freedom and creativity. 

fects, like those of the moving stained 
gIa$ knight in "Young Sherlock Holmes" 
seem like a distant dream, difficult to 
achieve in India. Howev.er, movies like 
"Mr. India" have shown that existing 
teChniques executed with finesse and 
accuracy can have breathtakingly 
successful results. Mr Pereira hopes to 
repeat the "Mr. India" success story in 
"Ajooba", a film on whose special ef
fects he is currently working. If "Ajooba" 
succeeds Mr. Pereira says, it may en
courage other producers to think oCre
pealing its success," If that happens we 
may still see a new trend emerging in 
which the special effects masters in 
India may duplicate the trend of thewest 
in stretching the boundaries of the mo
tion picture art form to encompass the 
wildest imaginings of the human mind. 

. -- Poonam Malhotra 

More and more film makers are 
shifting to T. V. Is this, a trend which will 
continue? 

Unless the situation in cinema im
proves, more film makers will turn to 
television to survive. This is an inevi
table development. Moreover with the 
advent of high density televisions which 
have bigger screens, the obvious differ
ence between television and film will 
vanish .. More and more films will be made 
especially for television and film will 
thus reach a larger audience. 

Will T. V. increase its importance as 
a medium in the coming years? 

In the years to follow almost every 
village in the country will have not only 
a television but also a V.c.R. T.V. and 
its privitisers will thus extend the city to 
the village. More and more people will 
install dish antennae to catch program
mes from abroad via satellite and in 
1992 with the formation of the Euro-
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pean Economic Community, Europe 
will bombard India with television pro
grammes. With the use of computers, 
T.V. will playa much larger role by 
giving information about things like 
market rates. 

SHASHI KAPOOR - Actor and 
Film maker. 

How will the Indian film industry 
cope with the growing competition 
from T.V. and video? 

In the last decade, we tried to com
pete with and oppose T.V. and video. 
This was the wrong thing do do. My 
brother Raj Kapoor once said that we 
have to accept the fact that these media 
have come to stay and we should accept 
them ratherthanalienate them. We un
fortunately did not do this in the last 
decade. This decade, however, a lot of 
film directors have stretched their arms 
out and welcomed T.V. and video. The 
most important thing however is to have 
the government help us out by the en
forcement of stricter anti-piracy laws and 
the exemption oflevies and taxes which 
increase the prices of film prints. We 
would like to release more prints of 
movies but cannot do so because of the 
high prices. There should not be compe
tition between film, video and television, 
but an association. This will soon hap
pen in India. 

Would the quality of commercial 
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films improve? 

In the last decade thequalityoffilms 
dropped as they relied mainly on sex 
and violence. This decade we have to do 
better because only if a film is good, will 
there b~ people to see it. A film like 
'Maine Pyar Kiya' for example is a big 
success because it has good photogra
phy, :acting and music. Two years ago, 
'Qayamat Se Qayamat Tak', though it 
had violence, clicked because it was well 
made. The last decade thanks to Amitabh 
Bachan, was all violence. This decade 
film will go back to what it was like in the 
fifties tQ . movies like Raj Kapoor's 
'Awaara'. The people's hero will domi
nate and there will be more love and 
laughter on screen. Violence however, 
will stay but will not be dominating. 

J Will film makers be able to make 
use of ·the latest equipment available? 

India makes 1,000 feature films a 
year but our turnover is hardly Rs. 1,000 
crores, so we cannot afford to bring in 
the latest equipment from abroad. We 
make the most difficult films in the 
world, in the sense that it is complicated 
to make a film that will run in all parts 
of a such huge country with different 
languages spoken every where. The sad 
fact is that because of high taxes and low 
turnover even if our technicians are good, 
it is difficult to perform with outdated 
equipment. It is like performing surgery 
with outdated instruments. 

Who, according to you, are going to 
be the faces of the 90's. ? 

Aamir Khan, Bhagyashree and Juhi 
Chawlashowgrcat promise andaresure 
to rise in the nineties. Actors like Pankaj 
Kapoor,Alok Nath and Anupam Kher 
will also be around. As far as film 
directors are concerned, however, I do 
not see the arrival of any real masters on 
the scene of the likes of Bimal Roy, 
Guru Dutt, P.c. Barua and Raj Kapoor, 
at least not in this decade. 

Do you think that the single - shift 
system will 'York out? What repurcus
sions will it have on the film industry ? 

The single shift system is a wel
come development. It is high time that 
a film unit works for a full 8 hours i day 
instead of a few hours only. Better qual
ity films will be made in this way. 

ANAND PATWARDHAN 
- Documentary film-maker . . 

What is the future of documentary 
film making in India? 

It is financially difficult to make 
documentary films. Most people make 
such films when they are in the Film 
Institute, but once they come out they 
make commercial films. Documentary 
films, because they are not commer
cially viable require people who believe 
in them and make them not because 
there is money in them but because of 
their aims and ideologies. Moreover, 
the spectators themselves prefer fiction 
films because of their entertainment 
and star value. The distribution of docu
mentary films is difficult because there 
are not enough projectors in 16mm and 
those which are there are of poor qual
ity. However since the last five years, 
more and more people are involved in 
making documentary films. Earlier they 
were largely made by the government 
and Films Division. T.V. now offers a 
chance for these films to be seen,leading 
to a large number of such films to be 
made. 

Why are many film makers shifting 
to video? 

The rcason why this is hapenning is 
because making films today is very ex
pensive. It is much more commercially 
viable to make films on video. This 
trend howcver will not last. In five years 
or so it will degenerate. Film on the 
other hand will I,ast for hundreds of 
years. Films also have a bigger audience 
and get a greater level of attention. which 
does not happen in case of video. 
Moreover, while films can be trans
ferred to video, the reverse cannot be 
done. 

(Cont'd on next page) 



BEHRAM CONTRACfOR - Edi-
tor ,The Afternoon Despatch 
andCourier. 

What impact has improvement in 
technology and printing had on the func
tioning of a newspaper? 

The advent of computers and word 
processors has put proofreaders outof 
business. New entrants, into the market,' 
like The Independent' will be comput
erised and in the nineties more and 
more of the already existing newspapers 
will go in for computerisation High 
tech however doesn't always make a news
paper sucessful. 'The Indian Post' and 
'The Independent' who have this facility 
are not doing particularlywell. An over
all improvement in printing technology 
has also led to a large number of 
newspapers coming out with colour 
supplements thus bringing in more 
revenue in terms of colour advertise
ments. 

What are the chances for a new 
entrant to sucreed on the already crowded 
newspaper scene? 

Any paper would succeed if it IS 
realJy good. It has to be different from 
the existing newspapers. It has to be 
especialJy better than the Times of 
India. This may happen in the coming 
year ifbusiness houses like the AIDbanis' 
invest some money and do something 
different. 

Journalism is largely seen as a poorly 
paid profession. Is this going to change? 

Journalists' salaries are definitely 
on the increase. Ten years ago, for ex
ample, when I was working in the 'Times 
oflndia' my salary was just Rs. 1,475 a 
month. Now my sepoys get around Rs. 
2,000 a month. Some journalists now get 
a whopping Rs. 50,000, plus perks, per 
month. Journalsitswhowritesyndicated 
columns often get between 10,000 and,' 
20,000 per month charging Rs. 800 per' 

o article. 

Why do women in journalism 
occupy lower rather than higher posi
tions? 

Women in journalism are a rJent 
phenomenon. That is why today they 
largely occupy lower positions. All this 
however is going to change. In the com
ing years, women 'are bound to playa 
much more important role in Indian 
journalism. There is absolutely no 
reason why they should not do so. 

Mr. KURIAN 
- M.D., Radeus Advertising. 

Which medium of advertising will 
dominate in the nineties? Do you visu
alise the advent of any new medium? 

T. V. will still be the most powerful, 
but radio will come into its own as it's 
effectivness is realised,telephones, fax, 
satellite televisions and personal com
puters will be used as media. Direct 

mailers will be sent by means of video. 

Would advertising be able to sus
tain the spectacular growth it has wit
nessed in the eighties? 0 

In term of volume, there will be no 
great change in advertising. Extra money 
will come in because the media costs are 
going up and also due to the increase in 
financial, appointment and retail ad-

o vertising. For example, news papers like 
'Midday' and 'Afternoon' now carry retail 
advertisements which they did not pre
viously. The liberalisation of the econ
omy has led to increasing competition 
in the market, which has fuelIed adver
tising. There is going to be more ad
vertising because there is more consumer 
choice. 

Many of the Indian ads are copies of 
their foreign counterparts. Will there be 
more originality in the coming years? 

The aim of advertising is to sell. 
Why should you not if you can sell by 
imitating another ad. A large number 
ofIndian consumers are 'West' oriented 
and manyof our products arc western in 
concept. When this changes, an Indian 
idiom comes in and a fore~gn looking 
ad no longer selIs, then this lifting from 
foreign ads will change and advertisers 
will evolve their own style of advertising. 

More ad agencies now have their 
own Public Relations and Market Re
search departments. Will they soon 
provide a compJcte communication pack
age? 

Ad agencies are far from providing 
such a package. Most today also do 
Public Relations and Market Re
search. The question arises as to whether 
an ad agency wants to remain small or 
grow. PersonalJy I feci Market Research 
and Puhlic Relations agencies should 
develop on theirown so that ad agencies 
could make hetter usc of them. A large 
ad agency does not always work out in 
the long run. Empire building does not 
necessarily contrihute to effectiveness. 

--Malavika Shetty 
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Of Assignments and Deadlines ... 
Forty-four of us, from all across In

dia, came together as a class in the third 
week of July. Introductory lectures on 
the 17th hardly prepared us for the 
workload and the year ahead. Before we 
knew it, technical jargon had become 
a part of our normal conversation,and 
S.C.M. a very major part of our lives. 

By the end of July, the class had 
divided itself into four work groups, 
and work on our first project - the D.J. 
program - had begun. Everyday lectures 
in all fields of communication were on, 
interspersed with those of guests like 
P. Sainath, from Blitz; Venita Coelho, 
of V.T. V; and Annabelle Ferro. A four 
- week marketing workshop with Jer
emy Thomas of H.T.A ended with a 
project which sent us forth into the city 
interviewing people. The citizens of 
Bombay had their first taste ofS.C.Mites 
at work. 

September began with Teachers' 
Day celebrations, and the S.C.M. fash
ion show 'Colours of India' was a hit 
with the entire Polytechnic. The teach
ers masqueraded as all kinds of charac
ters and Jeroo's 'Oye Oye' dance met 
with great success. 

Our first class party finally hap
pened ; several months in to the course, 
several hints and mishaps later, we 
were finally "boogying" at Andheri. But 
before we knew it we were back to 
work. 

Group 1 
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Saturdays disappeared in all-day 
\\Orkshops. Ketan Jhaveri taught us sound 
- recording and processing. Rafique Sayed 
and Shraddha Mansatta talked to us 
about lighting teChniques. Sushi! Bahl, 
President of the Ad Club, gave us a 
lecture on Public Relations while Mark 
Tully, Bureau Chief of the B.B.C. for 
South East Asia, talked about the scope 
of radio as a medium in India. And we 
gota glimpse of the other side of jour
nalism from Vladimir Arteyomov, Soviet 
journalist and President of the Interna
tional Organisation of Journalists. 

c.Y. Gopinath, of Lintas, spent a 
Saturday teaChing us how to create an 
ad campaign. Based on a creative brief 
given to us by him, we created an adver
tising campaign. 

By this time we had begun scripting 
for our audio-visuals, and had also 
completed our radio plays. No sooner 
was this done than exams were announced. 
And cancelled. And announced again. 
We had Saturday and Sunday left to 
study. Nevertheless the ordeal was soon 
over and the Diwali holidays had begun. 
We had nearly a month off. Not to relax 
but to complete eight assignments. 

Back again in November we settled 
down to serious scripting. Plans were 
made for our video films. The magazine 
project also began to take shape. 

Jameel Gulrays, ofRadeus Adver
tising, and Sandeep Nagpal, of Enter
prise conducted our Media Planning 
module. Lawyer Ravi Hazari lectured 
us on press laws. Neelam Hemrajani 
had earlier finished our design classes 
and to her we handed in heavy design 
projects with much trepidation. 

Preparations for 'So fiesta 1989' 
were in full swing and the S.C.Mites 
joined in the fun, putting up a 'Sophia 
Pollywood' float, and helping out dur
ing the three hectic days of the festival. 

Back in class once more we chose a 
theme for our magazine, an editorial 
team was announced and work hegan on 
'BYLINE.' 

Then one day we all trooped off 

Group 2 

, LO see Peter Brooke's 'Mahabharat. ' 
Armed with food enough to feed an 
army,we settled well into our seats to 
enjoy the six hourshow. And just before 
the Christmas vacation, shivering in 
the Bombay winter, we decided towarm 
up with a Hawaiian beach party that saw 
us at our most colourful, most flowery 
best. . 

The vacation was lost in a flurry of 
interviews for our ad projects. And when 
we got back to Sophia's it was a whole 
new decade! Video and audio-visual 
shootings began and the class was hardly 
ever together anymore! Sundays be
came weekdays with us gathering at 
college for scripting or shooting. or Script
ing or shooting. 

Amidst this rush came diversions 
like "Tridev"which we saw to analyse as 
a product of mass culture, and Anand 
Patwardhan's "Hamara Shahar", a real 
eye-opener. 

During the courseoftheyearwe had 
the honour of meeting Major General 
E. D'Souza (ret'd), who was the first 
Indian to go to HiroShima, after the 
homhing in 1945, Rinki Bhatracharya, 
who talked ahout H.E.L.P. an organisa
tion providing aid to battered women; 
and M. V. Kamath who spoke to us on 
communalism. 

We saw countless heautiful movies, 
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met a variety of media people in connec
tion with our work, attended a cinema 
seminar at the House of Soviet Culture 
and went to the Photography Exhibition 
at N.C.P.A We travelled all over Bom
bay and spent endless hours . a week in 
Room 310 and Joe's canteen. 

The year was a lot of work: punctu
ated with much fun; a year of learning 
and doing, and growing tip. Before leav
ing this course there's one more thing 
we all plan to do. Weare getting T-shirts 
made. They will say 'I SURVIVED 
S.C.M.!' 

--Iccha Madan 

I .," ~ • i 
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Group 3 Group 4 

Of Focus, and Feelings ... 

On the misty afternoons of August 1989 we anxious S.C.M. ires began. to explore a new world - tlIe world 
, of visual images, the world ofsti!! photography. 

While still struggling with focus, apertures and shutterspeeds, our imaginations were provoked and the 
desire to freeze a transient moment of light became strong. . 

Campus atmosphere was the rzrst to be captured on cellulc!.:l as the pattem of light on the ground, 
the curve of an arch, childish delight, tangled branches, a rue extinguisher, a round shrub, and more, 

became objects on which to indulge our creativity .... 

On the following pages we present some of our indulgences ... 
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THE NEXT ISO YEARS 

SOI1Ul Singh 

Meher Kavarana 

',': :::. 
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Ruchika Batra 

NamraLa Vora 
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THE NEXT 150 YEARS 

Kaumudi Marathe lagmti Y.apasi 

lccha Madan 
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Of Creativity and Other Things ... 
TALK SHOP 

Of the several advantages of joining SCM 
This is definitely one of them 
SCMites need no introduction 
You spot them at any conversation 
with flair they do it. You should see 
It really happens - believe me! 
You never see anyone wax eloquent 
Ranging from Habeas Corpus to a sexist 
advertisemen t 
McLuhan, Renoir ...... and Mark Tully 
Enough to make people around look 
silly. 
Recently 1 bumped into this friend of 
mine 
Till last time I met him everything 
seemed fine 
But today, he did seem more than sore 
Heswore'NomoreSCMites, please, no 
more !' 
To justify his statement when 1 did pro
voke 
His lament went thus poor bloke 
'She was terrific! till she joined the Sophia 
Poly tech 
Ever since I've been a nervous wreck 
For starters she spoke of Griffith and 
Eisenstein 
But by the time 1 managed to see 'Po
temkien' 
She regarded me with 'Intolerance' 
and me.thought we were such good friends 
Her lighter moments were spent criticiz
ing 'I Express' 
Though I keptremindingher I'd nothing 
to do with the Press !' 
But its all over. I mean between me and 
her 
(a wonderful pome was beginning to form 
nowO 
I stopped grinning and clucked in sym
pathy 
He insisted 'I have no doubts you've all 
gone dotty!" . 
Anydoubts remaining would have taken 
flight 
When I asked 'er, was it a dark and 
stormy night ?!' 

-- Shubada Desbpande 
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The senses are an integral part of our 
system and very often we tend to under
mine their very existence. We could 
probably manage without one or two or 
three Of them, but then life would lose 
it's charm. 
The sight of birds homeward bound at 
sunset, the feel of silk against our skin or 
the melody of a song would all pass us by 
without our realising them. 
Life is wonderful but yet so short that 
one wishes to capture the best moments 
forever. Blowing out one's first birthday 
candles, the crazy days of adolescence, 
holidays at the seashore are cherished 
memories, which could stay with us for
ever just by the click of a button. 
The intrusion of technology amongst 
emotions allows human feelings to be 
expressed in black and white or colour. 
The beautiful images that inspire us; the 
feelings, hues and sentiments, the ab
stract joys can thus be presented through . 
the camera. A lot is conveyed through a 
single still. 
Photography is an art, which requires 
the mu tual interaction of the senses. Once 
you've learnt the teChnique the rest is 
upto you, your mood, your thoughts, 
your idea of beauty. And as someone 
once said; "A picture is wortha thousand 
words" 

-- Namrata Vora 

.. 
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Morning Thoughts on Valentine's Day 

It's 8 o'clock. 
I'm down, and waiting. 
The yard is empty 
but for leaves 
and the bent woman 
sweeping them away. 
Between two buildings, 
between two trees 
I see a,"burst.of sun" 
Just a glimpse and 
then it's gone. 
How quickly it travels 
in this GQd-forsaken place. 
Above a high-rise 
vultures circle their prey. 
It's the beginning of 
another Bombay day. 
The air is still 
and yet a pleasantness 
suffuses me, 
as I wait for you,Co-editor. 
A pleasantness 
springing from 
a feeling of being awake 
before all others. 
We talked of this 
over dosas, 
and of philosophy 
in a cab ... 
More and more 
people stream in, 
you're not one of them. 
You're always late 
and in a hurry, 
so full of ideas and 
thoughts and naivete 
that its worth 
waiting for you. 
There's a slight breeze now. 
And it ruffles strands 
of my hair. 
I look up to the gate 
and see you there: 

-- Kaumudi Marathe. 



The Secret Diary of an S.C.M. Student 
Dear Diary .... 

Monday, 
I have survived this course for ex

acLJy two months tOday. The Bournvita 
my mother made me drink as a child is 
having a delayed effect. 

Twenty -six hours a day it is assign
ments and projects. Some clause in the 
Bonded Labour Act covers this, I am 
sure. And all those aromas that waft up 
from the kitchen, convince me that I 
should have jOined H.A.F.T. 

Group III went video shooting for 
the first time yesterday. They have come 
back with harrowing tales. One of their 
star actors left half-way because he had 
to watch Mahabharata. Then, just as 
they had set their cameras in the middle 
of the road to take a dramatic shot of 
garbage, the municipal van made its 
annual visit to clean up. This is what 
comes of making a film on litter. Thank 
God we will be dealing with biddable 
children and responsible adults like 
ourselves. 

Three professors have asked us why 
weare the only batch not to have thrown 
a party so far. This spiel began in July 
and has entailed painful descriptions of 
last year's dedication, fun and frolic. 
Last year's batch obviously consisted of 
bionic creative geniuses. Perhaps they 
drank Maltova. Throw a party. To cele
bratewhat ?Thenew advertisingassign
ment? 

In the morning T.e. Ajit did not 
turn up to take class as usual. Perhaps I, 
shall write a play - "Waiting for Ajit". 

(With apologies to Adrian Mole) 

Tuesday, 
Arnie the crow strikes again. For 

days now, only during Jeroo's classes, a 
crow has been making his presence felt 
quite loudly.leroo was telling us about 
environmental degradation and eco
logical imbalances. So she was less than 
enthused by Arnie's accompaniment. 
Normally she shoos him off in the 
friendliest fashion. Today she yelled, "I'll 
shoot you". 

Sainath took a great lecture tOday. 
This is quite a popular class as it makes 
us feel very earnest and intellectual. 
Since reasons of height compel me to sit 
in front, it isquitesimple todoagood job 
looking earnest and intellectual. How
ever, today I was fought with and 
allowed back byone of the girls who has 
decided she will become a'Sainath kind' 
of a journalist (last I heard she wanted 
to be a copywriter). So she sat in front 
obstructing my view but not for long. In 
about 15 minutes she was asleep, with 
her head on the desk. Obviously she wiII 
make an exceptional journalist. They 
could put her on night duty. 

It has been announced that we will 
have exams next month. lust what I've 
always wanted, of course. 

The e.R.'s have been instructed to 
obtain an air gun. I have a feeling it has 
something to do with Arnie. 

Wednesday, 
It has been a day of confusion. San

deep Nagpal went up in dust. The board, 
which has been threatening to fall for
ever, finally fell when Sandeep touched 
it, leaving him clothed in chalk dust and 
amazement. Though he may not realise 

it this is surely a symbol of our ~ental 
condition. Nobody told us Media Plan
ning was a euphemism for Maths! In 
spite of this several people have been 
converted to the idea of becoming Me
dia Planners. 

After that there was more panic 
because Balaram was missing. I fail to 
see the cause of such excitement be
cause Balaram is always missing. If he 
knew what pandemonium reigns in his 
absence he would be shaken out of his 
congenital inscrutability. 

Jeroo allowed us to take the cam
eras out on our own for the first time. It 
is a great responsibility and thrill. I took 
some really artistic shots of animals. 
Watch out Raghu Rai, here I come. 
Crow didn't come tOday. 

Thursday, 
There has been a mishap! There 

was no film in the camera! This means 
I will have to wait two hours to click a 
horse in mid-defecation again. 

leroo hauled me out. She cast se
vere aspersions on my mental prowess 
and said I should have checked. When I 
am the youngest director to win the 
National Award she wiII know. 

Next week we are to go and see 
Tridev for our mass culture assign
ment. Actually it is so that we can have 
thecheapthriII of singing 'Oye Oye'and 
throwing coins at the screen, which we 
cannot do while watChing Battleship 
Potemkin. 

Some demented people, (probably 
the c.R. 's) have conccded to the irra
tional demand for a party this Saturday 
night. And the Journalism assignment 
is due on Monday! 

Friday, 
Our group leader had hysterics dur-
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ing the scripting session. We were writ
ing about a village -where people ate 
adulterated dal and were crippled. I 
suggested we write, "They ate the dal 
and became vegetables" whereupon 
she began to weep. Perhaps she is the 
warm and sensitive type. I have noticed 
her hands tremble while holding the 
camera. She should try psychoanalysis. 
It certainly helped me. 

Sidharth returned our assignments. 
I was surprised to discover I had scored 
only 2.5 / to. He said not to worry, there 
was worse to come. He is the soul of 
encouragement. This docs' not augur well 
for my journalistic career. 

Anand Patwardhan's 'Hamara Sha
har' was screened for us. La tcr he spoke 
to us about social inequality. We were 
deeply affected. At least half the class 
decided they will make documen tary films 
and change our thoughtless, not to 
mention rich, society into serious, self
aware individuals. 

To top it all, we also went video 
shooting tOday. Why our group who 
have, none of them, displayed the 
slightest maternal tendencies so far, 
insist on getting into projects involving 
children is a mystery. Itis ih the nature of 
a neurosis, possibly masochism. This 
whole course is a form of masochism. 

Dilnaaz was quite strict and busi
ness-like for a change. Perhaps it is be
cause we forgot to call the actors for 
shooting and remembered only afterwe 
had set everything up. 

This made us fccl quite superfluous 

and inferior. To compensate we indulged 
our professional instincts by carrying the 
equipment up and down the corridors to 
impress the H.A.F.Ties. 

Ate some bhel puri on the way 
home. Hopefully it will make me too ill 
to attend tomorrow's marketing work
shOp. 

Saturday, 
The bhel-puri had no effect. Under

stood nothing about Marketing except 

that it has 4 C's. 
My father ask('d me ifI would like to 

come out with the family this Sunday. I 
said' What's that?'.! meant Sunday but 
he thought I meant the family. I am 

going to be a great communicator as 
long as I stay out of the Mafia. 

Now I have to go dress for the party. 
The theme is Hawaii which means 
there will be Hawaian Punch. Not that 
we should be indulging in these frivo
lous things, given our work load. I shalI 
return early .• 

3.25 a.m. Just back. Sidharthofthe 
yuppie stripes wore a flowered Hawai
ian shirt! In the light of this enthusiasm, 
next time's theme should be Nagaland. 

Sunday, 
My head aches and a drowsy numb

ness is proof of last nights unnecessary 
revelry. Why, why, why, did I go for that 
party.? 

There is no chance of finishing the 
assignment. I will have to work non
stop today and finish the assignment in 
college tomorrow morning. Ajit's lec
ture should be free. 

Watched Mahabharata. 

Monday, 
Ajit arrived! I went down to escape 

being seen. Walked into a booklined 
room by mistake. Discovered it was the 
library. Finished the aSSignment at 2.00 
p.m. Journalism class finished at 12.30 
p.m. so a lot of use that was. This shouldn't 
h.~S.C.M. SI"den,. 

~ - Paromita V()hra 

BYLINE was produced by the students of the Social Communication Media 
Department (1989 - 90) of Sophia B.KSomani Polytechnic and printed for them 
by P.MBltada of Mazda Lnser and Copy SenJices., Red Building, Ground Floor, 

23/25 KUJ1ltiza Street, Ballard Estate, Bombay - 400038. 
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The INDIAN EXPRESS for their co-operation, and assistance 
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and 

Joe, without whose endless supply of tea, sandwiches 
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